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To Our 1\eaders----

.

We are shifting "page 9," our work page again, in this issue,
as we are "pages 6 and 7" and "S." These are still special pages
as heretofore, but in our effort to improve and make THE VOICE
more and more attractive, we venture to experiment. Only our
prillcipi es are proof to change; in maImer} method and matter} we
are wide open to· friendly suggestion.
We are working on our side; you see it from your side, Gentle
Reader. Please write us frankly, making suggestions both as to
form and content.
.
Yours for the best the Voice can be made,
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A Conference
Out of the Ordinary

I

Volume XIX
Number 10

knew the field, but knew how clearly, sanely and effectively ro
say what he knew.
'
A note of optimism rang through the Conference, in spite
of the great dangers all along clearly recognized. The changes
coming are not all bad, far from it; the bad featutes are for
the most part, it was said, "by.products of advance." The
home is breaking up, but may be-will be, rescued; the
Church is finding better, because mote scientific and rational
methods of service to the individual and the community; the
college in its loyalty to Christian ideals is doing remarkable
service, and the Church college
has a mission peculiarly pertinent
to the present need.

T IS EASY to say about a Confetence that it was gteat.
It is not easy in a time of so many Conferences ro say it
and be altogether sincere. Not so the Conference of Religion and Education, held at Lake Junaluska, July 17-21. In
conception and execution it was an assemblage far out of the
ordinary. The men who spoke were real mastets of their sub.
jects, and proved themselves masters of assemblies. Dr. Nor.
man E. Richatdson was alteady
quite well known by our workers,
and in his survey of the whole
field of religion in education
WHAT A WORD IS THIS!
made a statement worthy ro be
T WAS an unusual group,
the key-note of the Conference
widely representative and
on the opening night. Dr. Fiske,
finely cultured. As one con.
who shifted, hours with Dr. Luc.
sidered that the thinking of these
cock, recalled delightfully his dis.
very people, younger and older,
cussion of the home in his book,
would probably determine the
"The Changing Family." Of Dr.
direction of the Church's thinkLuccock we had known as ediing and service in the next gen.
rorial writer fot the Northern
eration, and felt oneself quietly
Methodist periodicals, and in his
lifted upon the Conference rides,
books, and had a good opinion
it was easy ro believe that someof him ro begin with, but nobody
thing unusual was taking place
"The wolf also shall dwell with the
lamb, and the leopard shall lie down with
who had not heatd him was pre-maybe hisrory making. The
the kid. . and a little child shall lead
pared for rhe scintillating output
Conference was more than the
them."
of humor, intriguing phrase,
planning of the Commirtee, or of
-Isaiah 11:6.
a really competent group of
good sense and finely mystical inleaders. These leaders had 'been
sight he gave us in his two admoved of God to call the people
dresses on the home. Dr. Hick.
man of Duke University is one of us now, and had already been together, and in a moment electric and ptegnant, a Spirit
favorably heard among us, bui: perhaps nobody in the Confer- invisible had intervened, guiding the Church and its great
ence did a more timely and satisfying service than he in his directive forces to high spiritual issues.
discussion of the congregation and the college as related to edu.
It was no accident that Dr. F. N. Parker, conducting the
cation. Ir was the feeling of many that a new star in these finer devotional talks, in his quiet, deeply religious call roO Christ.
things of the spirit in education had arisen upon the horizon like faid, and living, not only added gready to the spiritual
atmosphere prevailing in the Conference, but gave a powerof the southland.
The ediror left before the adjournment of the Confer. ful suggestion ro leaders of the only evangelical dynamic that
ence, and missed several of our own speakers. He did hear can alone vitalize any program of education and render it adeDr. Kern, and heard him at his best. Yeats of teaching in a quate ro the needs of the time.
The ediror of the Voice congratulates Dr. Sherman and his
university, more recently pasror of a grear city church, and
for many months past studying all possible phases' of the. pro. associates, and rejoices with them in this vision coming to
gram of Christian education' in his work on the General Con- them on the mountain top, and please God, coming through
ference Commission, he gave the impression that he not only their leadership to the Church for its greater task.
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A Venture in Government
More Than Political
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TUDENTS of political philosophy are observing w~th
interest a quite unusual experiment in. political praet1ce
in the elevation of the Labor party to power In the governm~nt
of Great Britain. The first Labor men were elected to Parha.
ment twenty.nine years ago, wirh a vote of not quite 100,000.
Four years ago the party was strong enough to take over t1~e
government, but was short.lived. Now the parry comes In
with a vote of more than eight million Out of a total of
twenty~two million, and with 289 seats against a ma~imum of
162 before, and against 260 seats for the Conservauve~,. who
had held previously 400 seats, and takes over the admInlstra.
tion of the government.
Recently in a meeting of religious editors of the country,
a distinguished visitor, leading a discussion on the pla~e of. t~e
Church in modern life made the statement that great IdealIstic
and humanitarian mo~ements were being led almost entirely
by gr~ups outside of the Church. His statement was immediately challenged, and among others was named ~s.a refu.tation of his dlarge the Labor Movement in Great BntaIn, which
was said to be largely religious. And this would seem to be a
fair contention. There was little enthusiasm, it is said, in the
recent election, except in the Labor party, which took ~n often
the form of a religious crusade. There were some radical and
irreligious leaders, but a quite influential block was m~de
up of preachers, Baptists and Methodists-l~cal .preach~rs and
lay Christian workers. There are 37 Methodists In Parliament,
of whom 25 are in the Labor Party, and of these 25, 13 are local preachers, including Arthur He~derson, the new Foreign
Secretary, who is himself a Methodist local preacher.

Labor and
The "Intellectuals"

T

EMPERANCE reform is said to have made real gain in
the Labor victory in Great Britain. The Labor party stood
definitely and aggressively for peace, disarmament, more cordial relations with the United States, employment ,and free
trade. In most of these issues the Liberal Party was on the
side of Labor, but the issue was sharply drawn between Labor
and the other two parries on the policy of socialism, a socialism, by the way, quite different from what is. co~monly un?erscood as socialism in America, meaning ordmarIly the nation·
alization of industry, or the taking over of great industries by
the state. Under the hard pressure of conditions in Great
Britain, the laborer had gone on agitating for more than a generation. Then came the trade union movement, taking shape
finally in the Labor party, until now we have in Parliament
the labor class largely represented, 42 miners, 15 railwaymen,
2 shoemakers, 1 tailor, 1 barber, and so it goes.
We remember reading many years ago Kidd's "Social Evolution," and were especially impressed with the statement that
the movement in the interest of the poor in Great Britain had
been led almost entirely by men outside of the proletariat
group, men who had no cause for their interest ~ave, on the
principle of noblesse oblige, their interest in the disadvantaged
toilers of the world. It is still partly so. Of the present
Labor members in Parliament, 27 are listed as "intellectuals."
Many of their leaders have been trained in the great public
schools. The former Prime Minister, Baldwin, ~s opposed by
his son Oliver, who was an enthusiastic and influential laborite, and elected to Parliament on that ticket. The Liberal party,
4
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with its five million constituency and 58 seats, leans decidedly
toward Labor; the Conservative leaders have expressed their
willingness to give Labor a free hand, and the country seems
quite well disposed to~'ard th~ ven~re in which Labor, so
long disadvantaged, .wIlI get Its flIng at government can.
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Difficult to Understand
In America

.

~
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a movement it' is difficult to understand or even im.
SUCH
agine for us in the United States. The laborer has not felt
the heavy hand of poverty in this country as abroad; he passes
more easily out of the laboring class." Just as he is becoming
interested in an organization or agitation looking to his ad.
vantage, he manages through the economic conditions and
wider spaces of American life to slip out himself into the
capitalist class, his interest wanes and his organization limps
on without him.
But, a real change in this respect seems to be taking place
in this country. The party so long in power is commonly
thought of as the rich man's party, and the laboring man be.
comes increasingly doubtful of its interest in him. In the busi.
ness world there is a growing uneasiness against the piling up
of great aggregation of capital, and its power is coming to be
thought of as more and more a menace to the freedo~ an.d
well-being of the individual. The laboring man, despite hiS
high wage, in spite of advantageous conditions as compared
with any other country, even Great Britain, is feeling more
and more the pressure. He has passed out of that degradation
of poverty that he once may have kno~n, but ~e very i~.
ctease of desirable goods in this machIne age, rIght at hiS
hand, increases his wants, and proportionately his sense of
need. Luxuries become comforts, comforts necessities, and the
pressure grinds hi~ more an.d mo~e.
.
.
Besides, another element" IS rapidly emergIng, With the
wider, if superficial, culture coming to the laboring man
through popular education, and his growing privil~ge, comes a
feeling that leisure in modern life is not only a deSirable, but a
necessary thing. He has a right to demand that, he shall not
work more thari eight hours, and now he is coming to feel that
if he could work six hoprs in the day and five days in the week,
the'margin of time left over he could spend gre~tly to his satisfaction and the development of his personaltty and home.
The economic prophet of the future will be largely the prophet
of leisure.
Trade unionism has never gotten' the SWIng In this
country' that it has in Great Britain. There. is lirtle, if'
any, radical agitation, but idealistic leaders outsl~e th~, ranks
of Labor are becoming increasingly sympatheuc With the
Labor movement. Social philosophy more than squints that way.
The religious prophet, reme~bering th~t Je~us,. his great
Master, was a carpenter, begms to v01~e h.ls rIgh~s-and
wrongs. And the plain Christian man, gOIng Just a little be.
neatll the surface if he thinks straight, must feel that any
sincere applicatio~ of the Gospel of Jesus ~hrist .mus~ give ,
to the laboring man a better share than he IS gettIng In the
"
profits of his labor.
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How a Change
Might C o m e ,
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IS not easy to prophesy how the 0ange may
in dUs
I Tcountry.
It has, not been violent
Great Bntam. Only
~n

one Communist was returned to ParlIament among so many
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Labor members. It will be an evolution radler than revolution.
It may be political. Who knows what time a Labor parry may
spring up in this land and in less than a generation, as in Great
Britain, take over the government? There is certainly great dissatisfaction with either of the two major parties in the United
States. The movement will be an economic and social one,
inevitably such. The great papers will probably be against
it, as they have been, almost as a unit, in Great Britain. Great
combines of capital will oppose. But science is bound to

favor. Education, when free, cannOt long oppose. The Church,
naturally conservative, has commonly felt and sometimes taught
that there is a virtue in poverry, certainly a great discipline,
and has been slow to shift its position, but her thoughtful and
courageous leaders are thinking more and more on these great
lines, and the prophets of the new day who mean to follow
the teaching and the life of Jesus Christ will remember, as
genuine prophets always have done, the disadvantaged and
oppressed among the poor.

Intrigued by a Bo,ok
By E. H. R.
HAVE just read Bernard Shaw's "Socialism." I did not
intend to, but an intelligent friend had the book-and had
not read it, given her by her brother, a naval officer-who
probably had not read it, and I thought I would glance over it.
I started with the dedication, "To my sister-in-law . . . intelligent woman, etc." That caught me, and I thought I would
adventure the foreword. Before I knew it I was well into
the book, and could not turn back. The author says that he
had been working on the book for over six years, "and it has
been more difficult to write than all my plays. It is my last will
and testament to humanity." "Brilliantly, wirtily, persuasively," the publishers say. One might add, superficiallyprofoundly; whimsically-earnestly; inconsistently-and in the
end, deeply impressive.
"Socialism," he says, "is an opinion as to how the income
of the country should be distributed, and this dividing up is
neither a revolutionary novelty nor a mosaic jubilee. It is a
necessary event of civilized life:' There is no such thing as
wealth without work, so that labor is the' fpndamental thing,
and the vice of life in our time is the injustice endured by
the unpropertied and unlanded classes. To socialize wealth
may take a long time, he thinks, and may involve revolution,
but revolution is not the wisest or even the necessary way. Socialism is nothing like so novel or so revolutionary as it is commonly supposed, because in a sense already universally practiced. It must come through government, and probably through
the policy of parliamentary enactment and parry practice. Other
methods may be adopted, as they have been, but in the end
they will prove makeshifts.
The book is valuable as literature if it were not a clear,
though rather prolix and extravagant, expose of social conditions in our time. His brilliant paragraphs on current topics
would make the book fascinating and valuable for the very
wrench of its extravaganza.

I

T
[',

HE men in America, over the shoulders of the women, he
gives a sharp whack as he chortles: "I have been asked
whether there are any intelligent women in America. There
milst be; for politically the men are such futile gossips that the
United States could not possibly carry on unless there were
some sort of practical intelligence back of them. In America
every male citizen is supposed to understand politics and economics and finance. He is ashamed to expose the depths of his
ignorance. But he has no objection to my talking to his wife,
and if he should chance to overhear-!"
The author thinks the book pertains ro America more nearly than to Europe, because "Its thesis'is the hopelessness of
our attempts to build up a stable civilization with units of
unequal income; and it was in America that this inequality first
OCTOBER

1929
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became monstrous.
On the eastern shores of the' Atlantic
rhe money makers formed a middle class betjVeen the prole.
tariat, or manual working class, and the aristocracy, ,or governing class . . . and it was possible to allow th'e middl~.s!ass to
make money without regard to public interests. . .'. jf;'i
"When America got rid of monarchs and -prelatl~s?add~popes
and British Cabinets and the like, and phinged. int(h~e grand
republican experiment which, becoming' the rule· irist~ad of the
exception in Europe since the war; has :swept all the ::emperors
into the dustbin of history, she raised the middle c1ass'es to the
top of the social sttucture and thus delivered its civilization
into their hands without ennobling their traditions. . . . It
was Henry George, indeed it was his oratory, (to which I was
exposed for forry-five minutes forry-five years ago by pure
chance) that called my attention to it:'
His reference to the Churches is rather broad to be called a
sly dig. "It is not in Ireland alone that Protestants and Roman
Catholics believe each that the other will spend eternity immersed in burning brimstone, . . .
"You will find that you must give the children some reason
for behaving well when no one is looking. . . . It is safer and
more comfortable to invent a parent who is everybody's Big
Papa, and introduce ir to the child as God. . . . It must not
be an abstraction . . . but a grown-up person in Sunday
clothes, very, very good, terribly powerful . . . a conscience,
to a great extent fictitious conscience, which tides it over its
nonage until it is old enough to attach a serious meaning to the
idea of God:'
, In Chapter 84 Mr. Shaw sums up his own philosophy of
socialism in quite charaereristic phrase: "Do not let your
mind be disabled by excessive sympathy. , . . Capitalist mankind in lump is detestable. . . . Both rich and poor are
really hateful in themselves. For my patt I hate the poor and
look forward eagerly to their extermination. I pity the rich
a little, but am equally bent on their extermination. The work.
ing classes, the business classes, the professional classes, the
propertied classes, the ruling classes, are each more odious than
the other; they have no right to live; I should despair if I did
not know they will all die presently, and that there is no need
on earth why they should be replaced by people like themselves. I do not want any human child to be brought up as I
was brought up, not as any child I have known was brought
up. . . . And yet I am not in the least a misanthrope. I
am a person of normal affections, as you probably are, but for
that very reason I hate to be surrounded, not by people whose
interests are the same as my own, but by people whose interest
it is to get as much out of me as they possibly can, and give me
as lirtle for it as possibh (if anything) :'
(365 ]
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Oxford. Until' 1919, Emory CoIlege'
was operated in its place of founda.
tion. When it was decided by the
courts that Southern Methodism no
longer had any effective contcol over
Vanderbilt University, it became ap.
parent to certain leaders that there was
a need for the establishment of a new
institution of higher learning, which
would be under rhe control and di.
rection of the' Southern Methodist
Church.
Consequently, in 1914, the old
Emory College, a college rich in tradi.
tion, and of high standing and repute,
became the College of Liberal Atts of
Emory University. The name of this
branch of the University has since been
changed to the College of Arts and
Sciences. Dr. Edgar H. Johnston was

Wesley Memorial Hospital

HE rime was, when those persons in the South wishing
to become erudite, or to acquire an education which
would be recognized further than their own parcicular
community, had to go north and east in order to obtain it.
Columbia, Harvard, Yale and others attracted their share of
southerners and doled out to them a large number of B. A.'s,
B. D.'s and other degrees.
Such is no longer the case. Higher education in the South
has now reached a stage where it is possible to obtain almost
any of the college degrees, and what is more important, to obtain them from schools and universities whose degrees are rec·
ognized by the nation at large and by foreign countries.
The last two decades in particular have witnessed wide.
spread progress along these lines. Prior to the Civil War,
southerners were beginning to awaken to the necessities and
advantages of higher and specialized education. The War be.
tween the States acted as a damper on the development tenden.
cies, and from the last half of the nineteenth century until
comparatively recent years, when the South has been able to
throw off the depression wrought by rhe war, there was devel.
opment only on a minot scale.
It is fittingly proper that the Southern Methodist Church
should now be playing so important a patt in this forward
movement. Among the most important of the universities of
the Southern states ate Southern Methodist Univetsity, located
in Dallas, Texas, and Emory University, in Atlanta.
Emory had its origin back in 1837, when Emory College
was established near Covington, Newton County, Georgia.
The post office of the college was given the significant name of

T
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The Candler School of Theology
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The Harvard of the South
the lirst dean. Some time later,
in 1919, the College was moved
co the Atlanta campus, a beautiful plot of land located northeast of the heart of the ciry of
Atlanta, and within easy communication distance of the busi.
ness districts of the city.
Properly speaking, E m 0 r y
Universiry covers a wide range
of fields, and is consistently a
leader in all of them.
The Emory School of Medicine is recognized far and wide
as a leader among medical
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:~
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The School of Business Administration at Emory is engaged in the training of students co take executive positions
in the commercial world of today. When it is remembered
that coday specialization plays a part in industry and the
business world that it has never played before, it will be
realized that training of this rype is very necessary.
In 1915 the universiry began the opetation of the Lamar
School of Law, named after Justice 1. Q. C. Lamar, of
Georgia, and a member of the United States Supreme
Court. The Emory Law School ranks among the best in
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(Conti nued on page 37)
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schools. It is an outgrowth of the consolida.
tion of the Atlanta Medical College, the
Southern' Medical College, the Atlanta College of Physicians and Surgeons, and the Atlanta School of Medi~ine. In the ciry, the
care of rhe patients in the Out-Patient Department, and the colored section of Grady
Hospital, is under the direction and supervision of the faculry of the Emory Medical
School.
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Lamar School of Law
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Intermediate Epworth League, Petropolis, Brazil
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Evangelizing In
Brazil
By D. V. YORK
..~; I

T LAST! After long years
of the church of which Mr. Long.';!i;~,
is also pastor. I did the preaching ....
of longing and waiting,
I have had the privilege
each; time with Mr. Long interof seeing our work in Brazil and
preting for me. Our next place
taking some part therein. I had
was Laranjeiras, reached only by
starting the day before,. and trav.
just completed the first round of
Quarterly Conferences on the Pe.
eling all day the second day.
tropolis District, in company with
This is one of our oldest charges.
my son-in-law, Rev. Charles A.
Arriving Saturday, we rode some
Long, the Presiding Elder. It was
four miles on horse-back, next
one continuous round of joy and
morning, to Vargem Alegre, where
revelation to me. Everywhere we
we found a good church and can.
were received with open arms,
gregation, where we preached-it
took both of us to get the sermon
treated with the best they had,
urged to stay longer and bidden
across, and then one old man
said, "Mr. Long preached very
Godspeed on our journey, with
well, but that other man spoke
deep regret that we could not acawful
badly. I could not undercept. As to transportation, we
Rev. Charles A. Long, Presiding Elder, and Mrs. Long
stand a word he said." Two can.
travelled 988 miles by railroadwide and narrow gauge-31 by bus, 15 by horse and at least didates presented themselves for church membership. That
50 by street·car and steam ferries. After seeing this moun- evening we returned to the village for church at night, where
tainous country, the tortuous, steep, rough and narrow roads in- we found a good congregation waiting for us. The pastor's
herent thereto, one certainly appreciates the good roads at wife and cook had visited the whole village, inviting the people to come out. Here also several gave their hands in token
home.
As to the places, we began in this city of Petropolis, the city of the desite to become Christians. A number of people walked
of Hydrangeas, canalled streams through the streets, home of in from the country appointment-a distance of 8 miles, over
the venerable exiled Emperor, Dam Pedro, II., whose remains, roads not negotiable by even a buggy in some of its reaches
with those of the Empress, now rest here, the decree of ban. -among these was the widow of one of our Brazilian preachishment having been lifted in 1922-seat of the District, and ers, one of the pioneers. And remember, this was summer in
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rhe rropics, We rhen rerurned home, as rhar was rhe nearesr
way ro rhe nexr place, Cabo Frio, which also requires pans of
two days ro reach,
a~using

name, Cabo Frio, is
ro the local residents,
T HE
who find it very hot, as it lies in a wide, low plain, behind
sand dunes, and is an ideal place for solar salt evaporating
plants, of which there are many large ones. Cabo Frio means
"Cold Cape," and was named by mariners, who always find the
ocean cool off the cape. Here we visited the ruins of an old
convent, of which only the chapels of two or three Orders and
the main cemetery remain. On the door of one of the chapels
is the date, August 2, 1686. In the rear we found two catacombs that have been violated, and three human skelerons are
exposed ro public gaze. On the ledge above them a number of
images-"saints"-covered with dirt, are slowly rotting away,
(now doing the best service they have ever done)-gruesome
spectacles of a religion of mere form, but no real life. Above
this convent is Guide Hill, a pinnacle which gives a vast,
unobstructed view of the country for miles around, and on
which there is a very hard rock in many places streaked with
straight gashes, of such number and size as to challenge the
wonder of everyone. It is supposed that the Indians sharpened
their stone tools here, but no one knows a thing about their
real origin. A local preacher is doing a good work in the
church here. The "church" is just a hall in the parsonage building. They have a lot near, where they want to build, but as yet
they are unable to do so. We had a splendid service followed
by the communion. Since writing the above, I have advices to
the affect that they are beginning to build. They are miserably
poor, and must have at least $4,000, for the building they
must have. What a marvellous opportunity for some rich
Methodist religiously to relieve his plethoric purse. They have
no bank but a sand bank to draw from.
I

FTER rerurning home, our nearest way again, we made a
series of conferences consecutively, the first being Barra
Mansa, a heroic little band in a new church building, where,
spirirual interest being high, several candidat~s came forward. Then the conference at Entre Rios (between the Rivers) ,
where I preached to an attentive congregation, but made no
appeal. From there we went to Parahyba do SuI for night
preaching. Two grown people came fotward, and next morning early, one of them, a young lady, very bright and intel..
ligent, came to the house of my host, and told me that she
was SAVED on her way to glory. I might add that two-thirds
of that congregation were the children of Catholic parents,
SENT there by their parents, who were too timid or "priestfraid" to come themselves. At Anta we preached at the conference in the afternoon, and then again at night. In the
latter service, an old man went out into the congregation, and
brought his granddaughter to the altar, and she was saved; a
mother did the same with her grown daughter; another, a child,
came ro the altar, but did not profess. The pastor urged us to
rerum.
At Porto Novo (Newport) we had a splendid service, seven
coming to the altar and all being saved. District conference
was held at Porto Novo about a month after I sailed for the
U. S. A. Following up the work that I had starred, they had
twenty-two conversions during the sessions of the District Conference. Oh, ye home district conferences! Do foreign mis.
sions pay? We began Ehe regular altar prayer services at
Anta. Again we were urged to come again. At Dr. Astolpho,
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on Sunday morning, seven came ro the altar, and all were converted, and at the night service five more did likewise. Among
those last, was a sweet girl in her teens, da~ghter of one of our
most prominent laymen. It was touching to see the tender,
loving embrace he gave her as the Christians greeted the converts. God was with us richly.
At Dr. Astolpho, our host's little girl took great interest in
me, and showed me her doll room and play-house, fish pond,
etc., but we could not converse. She slipped away and went
to her mother, and said, "Mamma, that preacher is dumb,"
What do you think about York being dumb? Since leaving
Brazil, my daughter writes me that when she explained to the
little girl that I spoke not Portuguese, but only English, she
instantly replied: "I am going to learn to speak English so I
can talk to Douror Yorque (Dr. York) when he returns to
Brazil," And she is learning it.
We went to Cascatinha, a mill town of 6,000 inhabitants,
near Petropolis, for services. We, had held a service some time
before at this place, and one woman gave testimony that she
had been converted as a result of that service. That night
three other persons presented themselves at the altar and were
converted. It turned out that these four were mother, sister,
brother-in-law and daughter-in-law. The brother-in-law had
invited us to hold our service in their house, as we do not
even have money enough to rent a hall there, and now they
have invited Christ to dwell in their heartS and be their unseen
but not unknown guest. It seems to me that things like this
would warm anyone's heart.
The results of the round of the District are: 26 conversions
at the altar, 38 accessions on profession of faith, 48 by letter
and 15 children baptized,
ATTENDED the golden wedding of an old couple
W Eliving
some five miles up the mountain. We tried to go
by auto, but had to help it more than it helped us, then by
horse and afoot. Arriving, we found an immense grape arbor,
thitty years old, with the grapes hanging ripe and luscious, and
the family connections assembled-seven living children,
grand-children and two great-grand-children. The people are
not Protestants, but are friendly. A number of church people,
including Mr. V. P. Rowe, Y. M. C. A. Secretary from Rio,
accompanied us. After singing and prayer, I preached on experimental religion, its presentness, certainry and fruits, especially in taking away the fear of death so common here. It
was certainly interesting to see the old lady chime in, nodding
her head, and even talking back in agreement with the sermon.
When services were over, I played a number of sacred
hymns on my harmonica, to the expressed delight of all. Then
they served us the "Anniversary Doces" (sweets), consisting of
cakes, marmalades, cheese, grated cocoanuts and citron (almost a preserve), etc. I might add that when we went in to
dinner, they had a generous supply of black bottles, one at
every plate, which they at once removed when they found that
we did not drink. We then visited the source of the city water
supply, as it comes out of the granite mountains higher up, and
through forests that no one is allowed to touch. The water
falls by gravity into the houses of the city, hundreds of feet
below.
Sometimes we hear that Prohibition is a failure in the United
States. Let us see! Sunday at Dr. Astolpho, a man came into
the church and fell into a drunken srupor, during the sermon,
(Continued on page 38)
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ATINITY! That was the dominant note of the SpanishAmerican Evangelical Congress held in Havana, Cuba,
June 20-30. What a marvellous development has come
to the thirteen mission fields of the Caribbean area in the last
half century, most of it since the Spanish.American war, much
of it during the last ten years! Mexico is the oldest field, and
today all pastors must be native. Mission work in Cuba and
Porto Rico dates from the close of the Spanish-American war,
and whereas for many years probably sevenry per cent of the
preachers were foreign missionaries, now the percentage is
teversed. A generation of native sons in these countries has
been called to the ministry, educated and trained. Three denominations in Cuba have all their pastorates served by Latins,
and in all these countries we hear the same story with variations. No wonder then that the report of the committe on
.nationalism of the Congress should state that "it is sufficiently
established that in nearly all the Spanish-American countries of
the Caribbean area, there are national elements capable of
serving as leaders; therefore it is logical to conclude that the
time is at hand when these leaders should begin to take over
the reins of the work."
The Congress itself was a splendid example of Latin leadership. Much progress had been made since the Panama Congress of 1916, and not a little in the quadrennium since the
South American evangelicals met at Montevideo. Our Cuban
nationals, led by Dr. Luis Alonso, knowing that a Congress
was due to be held in the Caribbean area, proposed that it be
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held in Havana, that it be Latin as to leadership, methods of
procedure, program and in the main composed of delegates
who should be representative men and women of the countries
in the group. At the proper time they enlisted the help of the
Committee on Co-operation in Latin America, and of the
leaders in other countries, preliminary arrangements were
made, the program outlined, papers prepared in Spanish on
the subjects to be discussed, and these were given wide circulation and discussion throughout the countries interested. And
the Congress has actually been held, with over 200 delegates
and official visitors. Mexico, Cuba and Porto Rico had 90 dele.
gates, 62 of whom were Latin.

T

HE president of the Congress was Professor Baez Camargo, of Mexico, and no man could have filled· the position better. He kept the work of the Congress well in hand,
heading off any tendency to waste time in discussions that were
out of order. The vice-presidents, presidents of honor, secretaries and treasurer were Latins of a high order. Spanish
was the language spoken, and while English-speaking delegates and visitors received some information as to' the proceedings, the time was too short to allow of the translation into
English of the addresses.
Immediately after the plenary session of organization, all
of the. delegates went to work as members of the nine committees having in hand the study <pf the subjects upon which
findings were to be presented. These committees used as a
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basis of discussion and study the preliminary papers which had
been issued in the six months preceding the Congress. They
worked from three to six hours each day for the first five days,
and prepared their findings. These were read and discussed ih
the plenary sessions of the Congress, and adopted with few
changes. These reports will probably be published in full in
both English and Spanish, and will give to the Churches a
revelation of the vision of these men and women who are
making a new day in these thirteen tropical countries.

I Ttogether.
IS significant that self-support and nationalism were linked
Latin leaders realize that their highest aspirations
can be fulfilled only as self-support is attained. They are anxious fot a Church on the field that will not only be self.govern_
ing, but self-supporting and self-propagating. Complete selfsupport is not in sight in any country, and the help of the
boards of missions will be needed for some time. The view.
point of the Latins is that they will be aided in bringing their
churches to self.support if the supporting boards show large
confidence in their leadership by entrusting them with a greater
measure of responsibility for the administration of their reo
spective fields.
Latin leaders have resented what they interpreted as a
superiority complex on the part of foreign missionaries. As
Dr. Luis Alonso expressed it, "Cubans and Latin Americans
should shake off any inferiority complex tending to make them
subservient, and should accentuate their worth and strengthen
their consciousness of kind." Perhaps that is just about how
our Methodist fathers felt about it in 1784.
And yet there was manifest at all times, on and off the floor
of 'Congtess, the finest and most cotdial trust in the missionaries who have labored and sacrificed to bting about pres.
ent splendid conditions, as also sincere gratitude and love for
the mother Chutches. There is apparently no move on foot
either to form a Latin.American Evangelical Church or national
churches. No one called upon the Church to "repent of the

sin of denominationalism," as did a prominent American dele.
gate at the Panama Congress thirteen years ago. The Con.
gress approved a recommendation for the organization of an
"International Federation of Churches" "as a plan of 'solidarization' for the purpose of making better the work of the evan.
gelical churches in these countries." Existing denominations,
however, will not stand in the way of real Christian unity, and
the future will bring about new bottles for the living wine of
the Gospel.
The Congress recognized that "the Christian message, in its
essence, was fOtged in the inspired mold contained in First
Corinthians 15: 3-5, and accepted as its own the message as expressed by the International Missionary Conference held in
Jetusalem last year, "Our message is Jesus Chrisr." Evangelization was defined as "the proclamation of the evangelical message, utilizing the most practical and efficient methods and
means for producing abundant and good fruit in individuals
and in their environment." The aim of our schools was de.
clared to be the formation of character in harmony with the
ptinciples of Jesus, developing men and women who are to be
useful and potent members of sociery.

T

HE presence and participation in the Congress of thirty
women from eight countries is an index of how far the
countties of the Caribbean area have advanced in a generation.
They did their work well under the leadership of our own
Sra. Elisa S. de Pascoe, of Mexico. That Southern Methodist
leaders compare favorably with those of other chutches, though
our missions are confined to fWO fields in this area, is shown
by the fact that four of the thirteen preliminary papers wete
prepared by them, and fWO of the nine presidents of discus.
sion groups were Southern Methodists. Candler and Buena.
vista Colleges gave superb entertainment that was duly appre.
ciated by the visitots. The Spirit'S presence was manifest,
and the Congress passes into history as a remarkable gather.
ing.
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By ESTHER CASE
HE Evangelical Hispanic-American Conference held at
Havana, Cuba, June 20·30, 1929, was the third great
evangelical gathering to be held in the interest of Chris.
tian work in Latin America. The Panama Congress on Chris.
tian. Work in Latin America, held in 1916 under the auspices
of the Committee on Cooperation in Latin America, had as its
objective "to unite both hemispheres, North and South." The
reports were prepared in English, the official language of the
Congress.
At Panama, it was decided that future conferences in Latin
America should be conducted in fWO sections. In line with this
decision, in 1925, a congress was held at Montevideo, Uruguay.
This was initiaced by the Committee on Cooperation in Lacin
America, composed of delegates from the countries of South
America and representatives of mission boards in the United
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.. ~ {I

1,1,
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States. At this meeting Latin Americans had a much larger
parr in the preparation of the repotts and also in the discus.
sions and findings of the Congress. The Committee on Cooperation proposed to hold a similar conference in Mexico the
following year for the countries of the Catibbean region, but
owing to condirions in Mexico which were unfavorable to the
holding of religious gatherings, the plan was abandoned.
When this situation was known in Cuba, native ministets
united. in inviting the Committee on Cooperation in Latin
America to join them in calling a conference foc the Caribbean
region. The result of dus initiative on the parr of Cuban
evangelicals was the Hispanie-AmeriOln Congress recently
held in Havana. All preliminary literature and the reports of
chis Congress were prepared in Spanish, which was the official
language. Representatives of the boards of missions took their
[371 ]
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given for the Congress to VISit Cuba's
magnificent, new capitol building, which
has not yet been opened to the public.
On the afternoon and evening of June.
29th delegates to the Congress visited
Matanzas, as the guests of the Governor
and other officials of the Province and
the officials of the city of Matanzas. The
Havana daily papers gave large and
prominent space to reports of thepra_
ceedings of. the Congress.
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United States Delegation

places as delegates and members of the various commissions of
the Congress, but with few exceptions, the discussions were
conducted by nationals of the Caribbean countries and the
recommendations came from them.
HERE were one-hundred sixty-eight delegates enrolled
T
.
from fourteen countries, and thirty-one officially recognized
visitors, making a total registration of one.hundred ninety-nine~
Our church was represenred by nationals and missionaries·
from Cuba, Mexico, and the Southwestern part of the United
States, and by secretaries of the Board of Missions and rhe
Sunday School Board. 'The delegates were entertained in our
two schools; the men at Candler College, and the women,
nearly forty in number, at Colegio Buenavista. The business
sessions were held in Leland Memorial Church on the Cando
ler College compound. The various evangelical churches
in the city opened their doors for the inspirational meetings
held on Sundays and in the evenings.
The beautiful symbol of the Congress was Christ seeking
entrance at a closed door; circled about this figure were the
flags of the countries represented in the
Congress; underneath was the legend"Christ KnoCks at the Door of Fourteen
Nations." The flags were those of Spain,
and the thirteen republics surrounding
the Caribbean basin, including the
United States of America.
Never before was a gathering of representatives of evangelical faiths in
Latin America accorded so much public
recognition as this Congress received at
the hands of Cuban officials, ~d citizens.
The opening session of the Congress
was held in the historic Marti Theatre,
where the independence of Cuba from
Spain was declared; it was presided over
by Dr. Francisco Maria Fernandez, Secretary of State, representing the President of the Republic, Gen. Gerardo
Machado. The municipal band, loaned
for the occasion, played Cuban and other
national airs. Official authorization was
12
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The delegates were assigned to per.
manent commissions which met at stated
hours to study the preliminary papers
which had been prepared for their use
and to frame recommendations. Space
forbids a full report of the findings of
these commissions as endorsed by the
Congress, but, because they nearly all
indicate a new realization of the unity
of the task and the advantage of combined effort in winning the world for Christ, mention should
be made of definite recommendations which will, doubtless,
lead to wider cooperation than has existed hitherto.
The Commission on Evangelism recommended that inter.
denominational, national,' evangelistic campaigns be arranged;
that frequent interchange of ministers be promoted; that national, interdenominational evangelisti'c committees be or.
ganized.
.
Commission on Evangelical Solidarity and Its MesT HE
sage recommended national federations of churches in
countries where these do not exist, and the organization of alJ
international federation of evangelical churches for the countries represented in the Congress, including Spain and Portugal. An organizing committee was appointed in order to effect
this projeer. The words of St. Paul in I Cor. 3: 5 ,were cited
as the heart of the Christian message. This verse, coupled
with the declarations concerning the message of Jesus Christ
made by the Jerusalem meeting of the International Missionary
Council, furnished the content of the message. This state·
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mene was also made: "Our message
should be proclaimed in simple and direct form; its appeal should be co the
heart and co the mind, with the reverence and dignity that it merits; it should
come from the heart and mind of the
minister in sacred and continuous contact with God, constrained by his passion for souls; the sermon should be
brief filled with compassion for men,
dignified with phraseology in literary
form, adapted ,co our racial emotions and
in concordance with the sacred place
where it is proclaimed."
The Commission on Self-Support and
Nationalism defined as selj-J1Ipporf, the
condition of a church that administers
its own affairs and is self-governing and
self-propagating, the understanding being that' the primary duty of a church is
the suppott of its own pascor, which
should include the salary of his assistant, house rene, and the
ordinary expenses of running the work. They fuerhermore
proposed as an objective the support of colleges, hospitals
and other institutions that may be deemed necessary for
cartying our the program of the church in the different fields.
With expressions of appreciation for the missionaties and
the mother churches, they indicated that there are nationals
capable of assuming leadership of the work and that it is
time for them to begin co do so.
REGARDING the evangelization of the Indians, it was recognized that this responsibility rests primarily and principally upon the national churches. The observance each year
of "Indian Day," as a means of intensifying interest and of
making special appeals for work among the indigenous races,
was endorsed.
Some of the recommendations of The Commission on Evangelical Schools were: that such schools should be non-commercial, non-sectarian, and non-political, and should not adopt
as their standard the giving of instruction o~ the charity basis;

Mexican Delegation

OCTOBER,
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Porto Rico and Santo Domingo Delegations

that wherever possible special rural schools be established to
teach agricultural, commercial and industrial subjects; that
all these institutions be developed in accordance with the govsecondary schools be established in all importane centers; that
ernment programs, their aim being essentially Christian. The
Commission recommended union central or regional normal
schools and vacation institutes for teachers.
The Commission on Student Life recommended the establishment of hostels in connection with national schools and uni"
versities, to afford opportunity for our evangelical youth in
attendance on these schools, to study in an environment that
is purely evangelical and to provide them with courses in the
social, moral, economic, and religious problems of their day.
The Commission on Religious Education recommended the
organization of regional committees on religious education,
and also a central committee on religious education for the
Caribbean region and South America, to cooperate with the
sub-committee on religious education in the Committee on
Cooperation in Latin America.
More adequate ministerial training was recommended and
the establishment of interdenominational
seminaries which as .far as possible,
"should be in harmony with the inherent character of the irrespective
peoples;" and as far as possible "the
teaching force should be made up
of elements taken from these countries."
Medical work was recognized as an
impoerant and necessary patt of the
evangelical . program. It was recommended that evangelical medical dispensaries and itinerant missionary clinics be
established and that an effoer be made to
establish at least one evangelical hospital
with schools for nurses and boarding accommodations for medical students and
doctors in each country,
The need of more Christian"literature
was stressed. It was recommended that
steps be taken to develop the literary
talent of national writers in order to
meet the needs of the evangelical work.
( 373 }
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Officers and Business Committee, Spanish.American Evangelical Congress, Havana, Cuba. Front Row:
Arturo Parajon, Nicaragua; Ricardo D. Narrios, Cuba; Joaquin Gonzalez Molina, Espana; Alberto
Rembao, New York; S. G. Inman, New York; G. Baez Camargo, Mexico; Abelardo Dia2. Morales,
Porto Rico; Angel Archilla Cabrera, Porto Rico; Dr. Hinman, New York. Second Row: Ismael
Garcia, Salvador; Philo W. Drury, Porto Rico; Herminia Rodriguez, Mexico; Arsenio Catala, Cuba;
Erasmo Braga, Brazil; Luis Alonso, Cuba; J. J. Albuna, Santo Domingo; Alfredo Santana, Cuba.
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President, Mrs. Elisa S. de Pascoe, Mexico.
Mission Boards were requested to grant larger subsidies co
publishing houses in order to increase the publication of litSecretary, Miss Isabel Govin, Cuba.
erature. Special appeals for new literature were made to
Assistant Secretary, Mrs. Cristina Porra de Gatcia, Cuba.
the American Tract Society, the Religious Tract Society of
Treasurer, Miss Lydia Huber, Porco Rico.
Madrid, 'and the Committee on .Cooperation in Latin
It was recommended that the missionary SOCietles in the
America. The publication of special periodicals for free
distribution which should carry the gospel message to various countries should have before them the ideal of mis.
the multitudes who do not enter our chutches, was recom- sionary work in their own countries, extending this work
mended; also that, in each field, -a system of colpottag~ to be to other lands when they are able to do so; and they should
established which should combine the sale of evangelical litera- maintain a practical program of activities, becoming organized
in such departments as: Missions, Social Service, Spiritual Cui.
ture with the sale of the Bible.
ture,
etc., including in such activities the formation of societies
The Commission on the Attitude of the Church toward the
Community recommended the appointment of permanent in- for children and young people with the purpose of prepar.
ternational and interdenominational commissions on social ing efficient workers for evangelical service.
welfare, with sub-committees in each of the countries repre.
In a letter to missionary friends, Rev. W. A. Ross of the
sented in the Congress; they asked also for special depatt- Evangelical Seminary of Mexico says: "The Hispanic-Ameri.
ments on social work
can Congress held in
Havana was far. reach.
i nth e evangelical
ing in its effeces,.show.
papers, and for special
ing the place churches
pamphlers and sermons
will take in the future.
on suitable occasions.
One could not sit in it
The Committee on
for ten days and assoWoman's Work recciate intimately, .with
ommended the federthose present _Without
ation of the denominabeing impressed with
tional woman's mis.
the fact that there are
sionary societies 1 n
being _fotged vigorous
each country and also
nations in all the Latin.
the organization of an
American world, and
international
federa.
that the churches in
tion of woman's mis.
those
nat ion s are
sionary societies in the
wielding
an influence
countries represented
far above their numer·
in the Congress, with
ical showings."
the following officers:
Venezuelan and Columbian Delegations
14
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Missions and Mammon
In Latin America
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should not be doing this with rhe
NE of the South American
idea of eventually turning the favorcorrespondents of the MilHIS illuminating article was written
able
impression into cash. This
IVaJikee
IOl/rnal recently
by a specialist in Latin-American situwhole
situation is directly opposite
. complained in that paper that the
ations and needs. Dr. Inman is Executive
Nonh American missionary was a
to that envisaged by the newspaper
Secretary of the Committee on Cooperahandicap to the American business
correspondent already mentioned,
tion in Latin America, which represents
and is vastly more unfavorable to
man selling goods in South Amerthe American and Canadian Mission
ica. He claimed that, by antagonizmissionary work.
Boards working in Latin America.
ing the South American in religious
So the missionary has to fight
marrers, an enmity toward all things
against this feeling in every phase
Norrh American was built up which
of his work. It brings his religious
increased the "sales resistance" ro a noticeable extent.
sincerity into question; it makes his plea of lack of funds seem
To administrative officers of the larger mission boards doing false; it makes his emphasis on self-support by the local church
work in Latin America this complaint is so directly contrary ro seem sheer niggardly selfishness, and finally, ir rouses the pathe facts as ro be almost laughable. For by all odds the gteat- triotism of the Latin American. For the larrer is already restive
est difficulty with which missionaries have to contend in these under the knowledge that the ownetship of the natural recountries is the feeling (which frequently finds expression in sources and the great industries of his country is even now
good, emphatic Spanish) that the missionary is merely the largely in the hands of foreigners, principally Americans.
He knows too that millions of dollars more are being poured
forerunner and advance agent of the salesman from the United
into
his country every month. The land swarms with AmeriStates.
can engineers, salesmen, concession-hunters, tourists, promoters
T IS surprising how widely held in Latin America is the be- and what not. He knows that in some instances where these
lief that the entire Protestant missionary enterprise is just have not been successful, the United States Government has
another example of the clever methods of those diabolically sent its marines to help them catry their commercial projects to
wise men who sit in the sales managers' chairs of General completion. Under the circumstances he is quite likely to view
Morors, Standard Oil, United States Steel and International the missionary as pan and parcel of this whole movement
Harvester. A considerable number of otherwise sane Argen- which carries on the economic penetration of his country.
Unless the missionaty can convincingly divorce himself from
tines and Chileans believe firmly that these industrial giants
pay all the bills. Others not quite so deluded believe that the this commercial exploitation, he is defeated before he stans.
missionary is at least indirectly supponed by American indus. How to do this effectively and sincerely is one of the outtrial interests and surely must be under instructions ro pro- standing missionary problems of today in Latin America.
mote goodwill toward American firms and American goods.
In coafirmation of this theory the native points to the Amer- .
HE siruation is being met by an emphasis on the nonican household goods, typewriters, small electrical appliances,
national character of the Gospel of Christ and by a confountain pens, kodaks, razors, etc., that the missionary brings scious effort ro avoid carrying over into these lands those feawith him as part of his outfit and which, of course, are just so tures of American Christianity which ate merely American and
many samples of merchandise to the people with whom he not definitely Christian. For it is to be regrerred that in many
comes in contact. To the South American business man it countries we have set up a church organization having an outseems simply incredible that a commercial opponunity such ward form and an inward psychology that it as distinctly Ameras this should be entirely devoid of any mechanism for turning ican as a Remington typewriter. We have even exporred dethe interest aroused into nice fat orders for American factories. nominational differences and peculiarities which perhaps have
"Then look at the friends the missionary makes," exclaims a historical basis in the development of the Church in Engthe skeptical South American. "He makes a business of being land or in the United States, but which have no rhyme, reapleasant to everyone, learns the language, systematically widens son or usefulness in Latin America. Much of this scaffoldinR
his acquaintance, keeps out of politics, takes an interest in the arou':!d the house of truth must be torn down if the "Made in
community in which he lives and frequently maintains a the U. S. A." label is to be successfully removed from Protesschool or a hospital which any citizen can see requires more tantism south of the Rio Grande.
money for its operation than is coming in at the cashier's
To the average church member in the United States it is
window."
difficult ro realize, yet it is entirely true, that we could offer a
With such a wonderful foundation for selling something, foreign land the Gospel of Christ in all its completeness and
even if it is only commercial goodwill, it seems almost impos. puriry and still omit from our offering our system of church
sible that a nation so money.minded as the United States
(Continued on page 25)
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A model three-room apartment
has done much to educate the people
out of their old custom of living in
one room where all the aaivities of
an entire family are carried on. As
a result the young, newly married
people are reaching out after better
living conditions. Generally the type
of house being built in the com.
munity has been enlarged and improved, but simplicity is still the keynote. The people of this neighbor.
hood own their own homes. Those
who have come from other lands
need to be taught not to save, but to
spend, for they grow through dispensing rather than accumulation.
On the other hand, the few Americans living here must be taught thrift
in buying' only what they can pay
Playground, Ensley, Alabama, Wesley House
for, rather than purchasing on the installment plan.
HE Birmingham Board 'of City Missions of the MethoLiving conditions have been bettered through home-keeping
dist Episcopal Church, South, is composed of repre- groups' and Girl 'Scout training, where cleanliness, neatness,
sentatives from the fifty-three churches of the Birming- and sanitary carefulness are taught in the ordinary duties of
ham and Bessemer districts. It has been awake to the many op- bedmaking, dusting and the whole household routine.
portunities for service and today three institutions stand as a
As a means of stimulating interest in the work of the home
result of work carried on
and the need of every member doing his share, various
under its supervision.
clubs have been formed. There are Boy Scouts and
Girl Scouts, sewing and cooking clubs, kindergarten
The ·first of these, the
and wood-work groups, girls' and mothers' clubs.
Ensley Community House,
These
latter organizations have proved most helpful
is located in an Italian setin
meeting
the many problems of the home, involving
tlement, almost under the
questions' of play, health, adolescent recreation, dis.
shadow of the tall smoke
cipline,
etc.
.
stacks of a great steel plant.
The
free
clinic
is
one
of
the
most
construaive
efWhile in the industrial inforts of the Ensley Community House. Here the
stitution raw material is bemothers
secure adequate free medical aid and advice,
ing tempered and forged
with
follow-up
work carried on by two Red Cross
into strong, lasting iron

T

produas, in the lirtle community centre the untried,
latent possibilities of foreign born and their children are being developed,
through precept and example into worthwhile
American citizens.
The Ensley Community
House is a home, in the
best sense of the word. Realizing that the secret of
America's strength, today
and in the future, lies in
the home, those things
most essential to ideal
home life are there emphasized.
16
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MRS. H. M. GASSMAN

nurses.. The far reaching results of
this weekly clinic in the field of prevention as well as correction cannot
be civer estimated. A prenatal clinic is also held, relieving the young
mother of much needless suffering
and wOtry. Health education work is
further carried on by means of motion pictures and lectures in hygiene
given at the Ensley Community
House.
Closely allied with the work of the
clinic is that of a trained dietitian who
meets the mothers at the clinic, takes
the doctor's schedule, and advises as
to the amount of milk to be purchased
each week. This is followed by suggestions as to healthful diet for the
growing children and adults with
emphasis on simple feeding and nat·
Scout House, Ensley, Alabama, Wesley House
ural healthful foods.
This is the beginning of what is
called the budgeting of resources. Starting with the individual kindly feeling for the old traditions may be retained in the
need, the work is followed up by help in the homes, when de. assimilation of new manners and customs. The work on the
sired, and by a demonstration of simple food preparation be. playground is done in cooperation with the City Park and
fore the woman's club, and talks on diet for ordinary ailments, Recreation Board and during the summer vacation period this
also planning of amounts needed for families of different sizes. . board provides a regular supervisor.
After confidence has been established, it is natural
At times outside agencies
to follow the budget idea still further by talks on
have brought into the
proportion of income to be used for food, for cloth.
neighborhood, i m mar a I
. ing and for other living expenses; this final step is the
entertainment which has
desired aim of the local worker.
had to be dealt with. At
Closely linked with the health of a community is
one time a dance hall was
the question of recreation. Ensley Community House
opened which artracted the
adequately provides for this feature by group entergirls from the community
tainments, musical treats, and holiday celebrations,
around the Ensley House.
always providing a clean moral atmosphere with capThe local resident worker,
able supervision. Whenever.possible the customs and
as one of a committee of
dress of the old homeland are introduced so that a
social service workers,

Italian Mother and
Children

Boys' Woodwork
Class
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nightly acted as chaperone
from the opening to the
closing hour, collecting
data which finally caused
the hall to be closed. The
information thus gathered
was later used to prevent
the opening of other such
halls. Ensley Community
House is a vital force in the
play life of the youth in its
locality, standing for health.
ful recreation and against
immoral amusements.
Considerable playground
equipment has been in.
stalled, but with the growth
of the settlement and the
(377}
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developmem of the people, more and more equipment is
needed. There is now felt a real need for a gymnasium, where
sufficient physiclll recreation and physical development may
keep pace with the mental growth and enlarged living opporrunities. The Board of Missions is now working on this feature which is so gready needed in the plans for increased servo
ice for the youeh.
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work of the Ensley Community House is not limited
T HE
to caring for all these temporal needs of the home and
community, but much thought and prayer is given to the
spiritual side of life. Kindliness and hospitality, love and sin.
cere concern for all are ever in evidence. The doors of the
HOflse are always open not only that the people may learn to
live in a material and moral way, bue spiritually as well. They
are being lead to know God, and in a simple, direct manner to
realize an interdependence and a responsibility to their fellow
men. They are being trained to become not only good citizens
of the United States, but sons of God.
In touching on a work of this kind, one is always impressed
with the responsibility and opporeunities of the resident
worker. She it is who must have the vision, the tact, and the
urge to carry forward the work. She it is whose every hout and
energy must be consecrated to t·he service of God and humanity. So in reviewing the work of the Ensley Community House
it is only fitting that we should here acknowledge the faithful,
untiring service of Miss Dorothy Crim who has so lovingly and
ably worked for the past sixteen years at her post in Ensley;
due credit should also be given to all who have labored with
her.
HE second undertaking of the Board of City Missions was
T the
Eva Comer Cooperative Home which was opened to

its work. "So the Eva Comer Home stands a magnificent monument to the memory of a lovely character, to the faith of a
few who believed God would prosper a great work undertaken in His name, and .for the profection of young womanhood in Alabama,"
of the institutions of the City Mission Board
T isHEthenewest
Bethlehem House, a community. centre for Negroes.
Its activities cover a day nursery where the children of working
mothers are given proper care and protection, and where for a
few cents they may receive food, care, and rest under the supervision of an efficient, consecrated matron; a kindergarten for
children between the ages of four and six years; manual training classes for older boys, who are taught in the ways of
Christian citizenship as well as in the use of the hand and
brain; clubs for girls and adults were through story telling,
games, sewing, cooking, and home-making classes an effort is
made to touch every phase of the life of the people.
So rapidly has the work of the Bethlehem House grown
that a movement has been set on foot for the buildiag of a per.
manent structure, the first unit of which will be completed in
1930. Then the program of activities will be enlarged and the
field for service increased.
The work of the two dependent institutions, the Ensley Community House and the Bethlehem House, is carried on by
means of pledges and donations from the church missionary
societies of the two districts,. supplemented by financial aid .
from the Community Chest. This cooperation of the Community Chest is an evidence of the fact that the Board of City
Missions is meeting adequately a real need of the city. In
every effort the Board receives the heatty cooperation of all
the social agencies of the city.

care for the girl away from home. It provides for those girls
s A result of the work in its various institutions, the Board
whose wages are small; who otherwise would find it hard to
has appointed two important committees: the Education
secure a safe place to live. The minimum board charged is five Committee which seeks to provide financial aid and scholardollars and a half and the maximum eight dollars, the rate be- ships for exceptional cases brought to its attention, and the
ing based on the earning capacity of the. young woman and Legislative Committee which is interested in favorable laws for
upon the ability of her people to help her. It is a home for women in industry. This committee is working for the eight
young women of good character and health from the ages of hour day for working women, and is trying hard to have the
sixteen to twenty.five.
state child labor laws enforced.
Every effort is made to further the best interests of the
In all social service the material and moral results are usually
young women both in their personal and business relations. the facts dwelt upon. But the social workers of the City MisA loan fund has been created, from which a girl may if nec- sion' Board know that their service has a still deeper meaning,
essary borrow a small amount to cover her immediate needs and as they minister to the temporal needs, they are revealing
until she can find employment. The Board also helps in every by work and life the things of the spirit. They keep the words
way it can to assist in securing employment of the right kind of the Master constantly before them:
for the girls.
"And I if I be lifted up, will draw all men unto me,"
The Home is a vital force in the lives of those who reside
there and everything is done to improve and aid them. A
Book Club has been formed which is successful in encouraging
Miss Lochie Rankin
the reading of good literature. The spiritual life is furthered
by vesper services twice a week and by the early Sunday
N September 13th, Miss Lochle Rankin was released into
morning worship period.
the higher life. She had been in a local sanitarium in
An evidence of the strong moral and spiritual influence Nashville for three weeks where $he had the best medical
in the home was shown in a recent city agitation for open mo. and nurse care that could be secured. Her sister, Mrs. Reeves,
tion picture houses on Sunday. The girls of the Eva Comer the last living member of her immediate family, was wirh
Home were among the first to go on record as opposed to the her for the last week of her life. The funeral services were
Sunday motion picture, forming and signing a petition to that conducted by Dr. W. G. Cram and Bishop H. M. DuBose
in the Wightman Chapel, Scarritt College. Her body was
effect.
laid
in the beautiful Woodlawn cemetery near Nashville.
On New Year's Day each year the Home is thrown open to
A further appreciation of Miss Rankin, our first missionary
all interested friends and to all former daflghters who have
who
served for fifty y.ears, will appear later.
gone out from the institution; thus a new impulse is given to
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Rulers of Men
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By WINIFRED KIRKLAND

A

STAGE for which all histOry is the amphitheatre,
crowded to the farthest tier w.ith spectatOrs. Each spectatOr taut, absorbed, as if he were all alone. The stage
.
thronged at the sides, but in the middle allowing wide space
for the chief actor and for those who speak to him. The Governor seated in judgment, his face the smooth-shaven, masked
face of one appointed to rule men that hate him, men that he
hates. He wears the foreign togs that exposes thewed arm and
calf, and corded aging thoat-a motionless figure of power,
the vice-regent of Rome. Before him, standing, another figure, also motionless, straight, towering, ruddy with free sun
and wind, dark in hair and beard and eyes, his flowing peasant mantle dust-stained, his hands bound-prisoner before
Pilate. Suddenly the space at Pilate's left all alive with high,
jewelled rurbans wagging, lean twisting hands that struggle
not to gesticulate, tassels of prayer shawls shaking with rage,
eyes that spurt venom upon that tall, unwavering form opposite them,-the holy priests of holy Jerusalem.

T

HE scene shifts a little. The steadfast, lonely figure in the
foregtound remains the same, but Pilate has withdrawn
now, and the priestly accusers. Instead the cynic Herod is seated
there. The stage setting is no longer the judgment hall, but
Herod's own sensation-loving court, Herod, the sycophant
Ismaelite, who holds his toy throne only by favor of the conquerors. Boredom and disease and mockery are written on
the dissolute, aging face beneath the crown. At first this sudden arrival of the popular necromancer is a welcome diversion for the sovereign, but slowly disappointment ensues; and
bafHement. This prisoner, manacled but unswerving, cannot
be goaded into reply to the monarch's wirticisms, and will
not, even at command, even at entreaty, vou-:hsafe one miracle.
But the ribald soldiery are itching for sport, they swoop to the
front. About those unmoving shoulders they fling the crimson
robe of royalty. Into the bound hand they thrust a reed for
sceptre. One of them is inspired to plait a crown of brambles,
and to press it down on the captive's head till red blood crickles down his temples, which are growing paler now. The
soldiers strike him. They spit full in his face, umil at last
their laughing monarch rums away, bored.
But these scenes, these personages, are not the whole of the
drama being enacted before our eyes. In his far, tiered seat,
the spectator looks away from the cemre.stage, occupied by
Pilate and the priests, by Herod and his soldiers, toward the
back, tOward the .sides, toward those crowding, onpressing
actors who are nameless. All the background throbs with faces,
now in sharp relief, now merged, shifting, sinister-the mob,
the people whose fearures flash forth from obscurity now
white, imense, now black with hate, beast-faces with beast~
passions. The proud governor from Rome, and the proud
priest of Jerusalem, and the proud Herodian monarch all know
themselves helpless before the beast-will within the people, and
in all their actions upon that stage they obey.
All the amphitheatre of all history is still watching that
drama as if it were actually before each one's gaze in this
very momem. And the words spoken there in old Jerusalem
OCTOBER,
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are still as clear in our ears as the scene before our eyes. There
is one word that through all the vatied parts there spoken,
goes throbbing, ringing, again and again, like a refrain--one
word, uttered by differem voices, but always the same word.
Listen, as it sttikes across the cenruries like a bell! Seated upon
his judgment seat, the potentate from Rome, ben:eath his
heavy brows, knits all his gaze upon that shackled prisoner,
standing before him, impotent.
"Art thou a king?" asks Pilate.
And those evil accusers, the frenzied priests, even in their
accusation acclaim him-"We found this fellow saying that he
himself, is Christ, a King."
Across the loud guffawing of Herod's soldiery still that
same short word echoes like a clarion of tribute, "Hail, King of
the Jews!"
Then Pilate's voice again, and that word again, reiterant.
Pilate is speaking to the people now, that blood-mad populace which encircles the place where he stands. Jesus has been
led forth, Jesus scourged and bleeding and corpse-white, swaying but still erect. Pilate's words sound against the intake of
the mob's hot breath, "Behold your King!"
Even now, two thousand years removed, we shudder at the
blood-lust of the answering shout, "Crucify!"
Those still-living voices of the long-dead actors we can yet
hear, accent and tone and breathing scorn and snarl, laughter
and mocking, but the voice of the chief aeror we do not hear.
Before the garrulous enmity of the priests, silence. Before the
ribaldry of the soldiers, silence. Before the mockery of Herod,
silence. Before the baying of the mob, silence. Against that
silence is it o'ur own voice or Pilate's that we hear saying,
"Behold your King!"
As we sit watching this drama from out eternity, slowly we
become aware of another actor, never seen yet portentous. It is
his fate that decides the fate of Jesus. Strange that this other
has committed the very crime of which Jesus is accused, for
which he is condemned, but of which by the judge himself he
is declared utterly innocent. Barabbas is an insurreerionist,
guilty of murder in a revolt. "Not this man but Barabbas!"
the people cry to Pilate begging their favorite's release. For
Barabbas is always a herd-hero. In that forgorten cenrury he
did violence and dared death in the name of patriotism. Bur
Jesus had steadfastly refused.to be king merely of the beastpassions of men. So that the pack, rurning on him, cried
"Crucify!" Jesus had steadfastly refused to lead his people to
their destruction by rallying them against. Rome. Yet on this
accusation, false though it was, Pilate, against his will, condemned him, and on this same accusation, true thtough it
was, Pilate, against his will, released Batabbas-being desirous,
'so the record states, of placating the people. White with
torture before his tormemors, the peasant carpemer stood
marionless, gazing far down the furure, seeing his subjects
still to be born. The vice.regent of imperial Rome, looking
from his high eminence on the world's stage off to the darkling,
menacing mob that hemmed in his sovereignry, cringed, and
obeyed the jungle beast that ravens within men.
(Continued on page 35)
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NATIONAL CHRISTIAN COUNCIL OF CHINA, composed of representatives
T HE
action of this Council, meeting in Hangchow, was to vote as the great objective of the (

..

0

within the next five years the number of Christians will be doubled." In the midst is seen r:
and in the rear, is Dr. J. C. Hawk. Tenth to the right of Dr. Hawk, seated, is Rev. Z. T.
Rev. T. C. Chao. All of these, except Dr. Mott,

The National Christian Council
of China
By E. H. R.
HE National Christian Council for its Seventh Annual and Dr. Axling, Secretary, were present as fraternal delegates.
Meeting met on what Mr. Schurman, former American Dr. Frank D. Gamewell was introduced to the COWlcil by
.
Minister to China, describes as the most beautiful college the Chairman, who said, "He came to China before many
campus in the world. .The setting on the hillside amidst a of us were born," and Mr. C. E. Wilson, Secretary of the
wealth of foliage, on heights overlooking the broad Chientang English Baptist Missionary Society, spoke in happy vein to
river which bends in a great curve to the west, ample build. the Council.
ings, not to mention swimming pool and athletic field, led
Bishop Lindel Tsen, of the Canadian Episcopal Chutch
more than one delegate to exclaim, "Why not make a North. Mission of Honan, was made chairman of the COWlcil for the
field or a Swanwick out of the Hangchow Christian college coming biennium, while Dr. R. Y. La, editor of the Chinese
grounds?"
Christian Advocate, and Dr. Wu-I-fang, President of Ginling
This year's meeting differed from all preceding it in that College, were elected vice-chairmen,
members were representatives elected by church bodies. Three
hundred and seventeen thousand church members, or seventyERHAPS the outstanding act of the COWlcil was its espousal
.two per cent of the total Protestant Christian body thus sent .
of the Fotward Evangelistic Movement, whose great ob'delegates of their own choice.
jective was said, to be "the carrying out of a vigorous evanF The n~w constitution, adopted provisiqnally in this meeting,
gelistic program in the hope that within. the next five years
provides for a biennial meeting of which the mem?ership the number of Christians will at least be doubled."
will be composed of approximately sixty-five per cent directly
Following the action on evangelism, Dr. John R. Mott,
elected by church .bodies and roughly proportionare to their -'chairman of the International Missionary Council, made a
membership.
'stirring speech in which he said that large and difficult under,The Annual Meeting was preceded by five regional retreat takings call forth latent energies and drive one back to God.
conferences, held at Mukden, Peiping, Canton, Hankow and He had learned, hll said, to distrust any plan that is not.
Shanghai, and a special conference at Shanghai on Christian impossible, and so "we must gird up the loins of our minds,
Literature. Dr, Matt and a number of the National Christian lay a mine of prayer, and go forward." The Council by a
Council Secretaries, and more than half' of the delegates had unanimous rising vote expressed its hearty approval of the
been present at one or another of these conferences.
campaign and then spent a period of prayer that its objectives
Dr. Kozaki, Chairman of the rhristian COWlcil of Japan, might be realized.
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~~ provinces,

41 cities and a' Christian constituency of 317,000 church members. The chief
Church in China "the carrying out of a vigorous evangelistic program in the hope that
,0,: U1 R. Mott, President of the National Christian Council. Seventh to the right of Dr. Mott,
o[
g. Fourth to Dr. Mott's right and rear is Rev. Sid R. Anderson, and ninth to his right is
,l\i ,presentatives of the Southern Methodist Church.
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The Outlook For Christianity
In China Today
•

i

By]. C. HAWK
N THE outset let me say that by Christianity I mean giving
the people the life and teachings of Jesus the Saviour of the
world, the crtlcified, but risen and ascended Christ.
In dealing with this outlook two groups of people are to
,be considered: those in the Church, or the co-workers, and
those outside .of the Church. Each of these may be divided
into groups, also, but for our purpose it is hardly necessary.

I

ITHIN the last twelve months I have met with Christian
W
,
workers from different pares of the country. The spirit
of co.operation and the desire to face the problems together
are the almost universal verdia. Most assuredly times are
different, ideals have changed and working plans have to be
adjusted, but that is true the world over. I have just recently
attended the meeting of the National Christian Council of
China, where thirteen provinces and forty-one cities were
represented. The Chinese are much in the majority, but there
,was no drawing of color, or race or other lines. That group
of Christian men and women impressed one as being there
to find, face, and so far as possible, find a solution for the
problems confronting the Christian forces today. It was
heartening to see it.
annual meeting was preceded by four regional meet.
T ,HIS
ings, and in these as in the larger meeting, the insistent
call to a larger ev.angelism was met by launching the "Five
Year Movement" during which time we hope to double the
,OCTOBER,
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present number of Christians. The response to this challenge
was expressed by a rising vote. It is the hope that more than
ever before all our efforts shall be evangelistic.
HAT I have said in previous communications was
W verified
by testimonies from other parts of China. The
people are as open to the truth and ready for our message as
one could wish. There is no lack of hearers. It seems that the
Master must even now feel it more keenly than when He
first uttered that plea and commission, "The harvest truly is
great, but the laborers are few. Pray ye the Lord of the
Harvest that He will thrust forth laborers into His harvest."
Just tonight I heard that one of the veteran missionaries
said on last Sunday that the opportunity for real heroic service
never was greater, but in the face of this our missionary
force is just a little more than fifty per cent of what it was
three years ago.
Lest I be misunderstood, do not get the idea that difficulties
are nil. Of course we have them, and always will. His call
was to "take up the cross and follow me." Nothing less
will suffice today; nothing more is required. Paul said, "A
great door and effectual is opened unto me, and there are many
adversaries."
Our world may be changing; sin remains the same. And
the Christ, our Christ, has· not changed. He stands in the
midst, issuing anew the same great commission, and follows
it with the same promise, "La I am with you always. . "
[381
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Our South American
Neighbors
By]. R. SAUNDERS (Missionary)
OT many months ago the reading public drew a
breath of relief when it learned that the "Graf
Zeppelin" had made a successful voyage from Germany
to the United States. This giant dirigible had a crew of forty
men and over twenty passengers. A few days later there
appeared in our newspapers a short article announcing that
a man in New York had, by means of the radio telephone,
conversed in audible voice with a man in Australia. Some
weeks later we were informed that a specialist in Germany
prescribed for a lady in Buenos Aires. This was done by
means of a conversation held between the specialist in his
office in Germany and a friend of the patient in Buenos Aires,
who described the symptoms of the sufferer. The doctor
prescribed the remedy.
In connection with the above incidents a most significant
fact is emphasized, namely that distance is annihilated; time
is overcome; and the science that has made this possible is
but in its infancy. In the coming years international com.
munications will become less expensive, easier, and, in can.
sequence, more general. The world will be a neighborhood.
Is it not well then that we learn to live ,on good terms with
our neighbors? One of the prerequisites to being a good
neighbor is that of learning the neighbor's point of view,
his prejudices, likes, dislikes, etc., and, in dealing with him,
to respect them.
With this by way of introduction, let us turn to our near
neighbors-our nearest neighbors with the exception of
Canada-the Latin Americans. It appears to us that, until
very recently, we have been so occupied with the Far East
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that we have had little concern about these near ,neighbors.
Latin America embraces twenty republics, three of them,
Cuba, Santo Domingo, and Haiti, being insular, the others
continental. One of the most persistent impressions of a
traveler in these countries is that of their vast area and the
sparseness of the population. The island nations naturally are
exceptions. Brazil alone has an area of 3,276,358 square
miles. In other words the territory of Brazil exceeds dlat of
the United States by the combined areas of Virginia, North
and South Carolina, Georgia, Alabama, Vermont, Rhode Island,
the District of Columbia, with an extra 1,382 square miles'
thrown in for good measure. If Brazil were as densely populated in relation to its area as is the state of New York, it
would have today over six hundred seventy-five millions of
people. At present her population is estimated at approximately thirty.nine millions. What vast possibilities the future
holds! People from other countries, already over-populated,
are pouring in and will continue to do so. Brazil alone has,
at present, room for all the surplus populations of the world.
HER vast and almost untouched resources we find a
I Nsecond
factor of the latent greatness of Latin America.
Since our own country is rapidly becoming an industrial
nation, the question of raw materials to supply the requirements of our factories, mills and other industries is an
important one. Latin America has them and will be glad to
furnish them. In fact, there is at present competition between
the industrial nations of the world for Latin American trade.
THE
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Not less important than the question of raw materials is
As the populations
of our neishbor republics increase they will provide the needed
i. market for what we have to offer. When we stop to think
of the life of our nation, not for the next twenry.five or
, fifry years, but in the perspective of the centuries yet unborn,
we may form some idea, though vague, of the importance
that such material faerors must play.

I that of a market for the finished produer.

i

I
!

i

we view through this same perspeerive of the
! WHEN
centuries our Latin American neighbors we will see
them, not as a group of comparatively weak, in some cases,
i

I disorganized republics, but as powerful nations with teeming
populations and well ordered governments. . The Latin
American statesman has a very clear idea of the ideal form
of democratic government. He has a genius for expressing
this· ideal in words. There, as in our own country, it is
difficult to translate the ideal into an actualiry. But the im.
portant thing is that he has the ideal, that it shines beckoning
him on, and that, sttuggling through difficulties, he is reaching
out in its direction.

of the first causes for distrust on the part of Latin
O NEAmericans
came as a result of our war with Mexico,
in 1846, and rhe annexation of Mexican territory. About one
half of what was Mexico is now a patt of the United States.
If we try to imagine the situation exactly reversed we will
be in a better position to understand the attitude of the
Mexicans and, we may say, of all Latin Americans, for these
nations have a common origin, a common cultural and spiritual
heritage. They feel akin; they are akin; and when we wound
the sensibilities of one of them we wound them all.
This feeling of distrust engendered by the Mexican war
has been deepened by later acts. We intervened in Santo
Domingo and Haiti. We were instrumental in setting up the
Republic' of Panama, which with unbecoming haste ceded
us a strip of land through which to dig a Canal. Mr. Roosevelt
said "I took Panama'" That wounded the feelings of Latin
Americans. Can we blame them? We have helped Cuba
in a remarkable way but Latin America does not consider
her as free, due to certain restrictions imposed upon her
complete freedom of aerion by the Plart Amendment. Presi.
dent Wilson sent two expeditiollS into Mexico, one through
El Paso, and the other through Vera Cruz. United States·
marines have been in Nicatagua since 1912. Nicaragrlds chief
offense is that of pos,ressing an inter.oceanic canal route.
Britain and the United States want it. The United States feels
that either possession or control of it is necessary to her safery.
Hence the marines. When will they be withdrawn?

HE later years of the 18th century were marked in parts
T of Europe by what we may call democratic rumblings.
The outstanding event of this period was the fall of the
Bastille and the French Revolution. The fitst part of the 19th
century found practically all of the colonies of Spain in the
western hemisphere in revolt against the mother country;
and by the close of the first quarter of this century each of . THERE are two schools of thought in Latin America. One
them had established its in.dependence. This independence
can see nothing good in us. We are considered a serious
Spain refused to recognize. The old order in Europe looked menace to their future peace and happiness. The following
with distrust upon any expression of self determination on quotation appeared as a leading editorial in "Nuestra America,"
the part of the people; consequently with the local situation Sept. 1920, one of the most widely read magazines of Latin
primarily in mind, and the intention of aiding Spain in her America. It is rypical of this school of thought:
struggle with her colonies, as a secondary consideration, there
"Spanish Americans, free men, soldiers of a real democracy, dream·
was formed what was known as the Holy Alliance.
ers, poet5, haters of all that is mercenary! Ye in whose spirits are
The United States, herself not any too strong, was dis. amalgamated the courtesy of France, the honor of Spain and the
trustful of the intentions of this alliance. This caused President artistic spirit of Italy, ye who turn your steps toward the day of
Monroe in his message to Congress, Dec, 2nd, 1823, to issue equity and of justice, hear me! A free nation, blood of our blood,
a nation of small territory but great soul, Santo Domingo, quivers in
a statement which has come to be kn'own as the Monroe agony under the claws of a coveteous, greedy, mercantile, loud--a
Doctrine. It states clearly three propositions: first, there shall conquering nation which makes its conquests with the DOLLAR,
be no future colonization in America by European powers; not the sword, for that is too noble for it and would be dangerous.
second, they shall not extend their monarchical system to Santo Domingo bound down a prisoner in the snares of base intrigue, stretched for it with all cunning, is in desperate straits, cryrepublican America; third, the United States will defend the ing out for her threatened independence. The statesmen of that
American Republics, duly and justly recognized by her, against sister nation of ours the journalists, the writers, all her sons, indeed,
have sent forth a cry of alarm to their brethren, a cry that
European aggression.
calls
for our help, our cooperation. Her cause is Our5; it is
When news of this aerion of President Monroe reached
that of every free nation of Latin America. Let us hear them,
the new republics ro the south they were frankly grateful. let us hasten to join their ranks, let us with them lift up the cry of
The older brother of them all, in a time of great stress, was protest. Mexico, torn and bloody, is a palpable example of what
lending them his moral support, and if necessary would take North American greed means, the first victim in a great conspiracy of
up arms in their behalf. The great Bolivar suggested a intrigue."-(Taken from "Problems in Pan.Americanism.")
This view of ourselves is not pleasing to us, but it is well
Pan.Ameri.can Union. Columbia and Mexico invited the
United States to participate in the first Pan.American Congress. that we, sometimes at least, see ourselves as others see usThe very faer that they received the Doctrine so enthusiastically that we try to get 0111' neighbors' viewpoint.
The passage of the cruiser bill by Congress has not served
is clear proof that they saw in it no threat of danger to
themselves. Never has there existed a more friendly feeling to allay fears of our imperialistic tendencies nor has it caused
towards us than that created by President Monroe through us to be more loved and respeered by our neighbors.
Dr. Inman in his book "Problems in Pan-Americanism"
the Monroe Doctrine.
Unfortunately this feeling of complete confidence and gives quite a formidable list of well known Latin Americans
respect has changed through the years, to one of distrust and who, on the other hand, appreciate the United 'States and
apprehension. Let us mention briefly some of the reasons what she has meant to Latin America, men who are trying
to bring about a better understanding of us on the part of
'Jr this change of sentiment on the part of our neighbors.
'\.s we do so, may we not try to examine them from the their people. Let us be 'careful that these do noll lose faith
standpoint, not of ourselves but of our neighbors?
in us as a nation.
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In the .manufacturing industry
ERHAPS there is no greater
favorite among stories for
the study disclosed a widow forty_
ISS MORROW, who is industrial
children than that of the
six
years of age working from seven
secretary in the flourishing Young
Three Little Pigs. This story never
.to
five
for $6.88 a week. "The wage
Woman's Christian Association of an imgets old no matter how often the
she receives is $6.88 per week for
portant city of the South, gives us some
tellings; for the three little pigs,
ren hours per day, less a few
searching truths in this article. She well
minures for lunch, which makes a
who when the acorn crop was bad
asks: Do not these facts provide something
went out into the big world to make
total of fifty-four hours per week
for all of us, who wish to see Christ's way
a living, encountered all the vatie.
.ar thirteen cents per hour. Dividing
of life effective in the world, to think
rhat wage among the six in the
. ties of greed, misunderstanding and
about?
family (her mother and four chilmisfortune that the hard, cold
world offers. And ever since the
dren are dependent on her) ir is
time "when pigs could talk and no
found that each member· of the
one had ever heard of bacon" the story of the boyar girl, family has $1.14% per week, or a fraction over 16c per day
who leaves home to get a job and to partake of the thrills for food, shelter and educarion. The children are cared for
and bright lights of the city, seems just as alluring; for it during rheir mother's absence by a day-home maintained by
has been portrayed in magazine and on the screen to the charity; here they receive a glass of milk and cracker ar 10
o'clock in the morning, a meal of well cooked vegerables
delectation of thousands of old and young.
When that story becomes a realiry, as it does in hundreds with com bread or whole wheat bread at noon, and a sandwich
of homes each day, where the older children leave the family before their mother comes for them in the evening. The
community to go into the big community made complex by highest wage this factory pays to a worker who does DOt
our modem industrial system, these same vicissitudes are supervise or direct others in some capacity is $1.75 per c:lay
encountered. We do not have the figures to tell us whether and they do not work on Saturdays except in case of heavy
one third of them, as in the story-book family, really survive demand at special holiday periods. This makes the highest
the huff and the puff of the greedy wolf, and emerge happy, wage $8.75 for the majority of their employees. Even if this
healthy, well-adjusted people. We hope it is at least that mother were paid the highest wage in this factory for her
many. Suffice it to say that this job of making a living in a type of work she still would not have enough and would have
modem city, under modern machine methods, is a problem to be helped by charity."
sufficiently large to attract the attention of social workers,
church workers, and any who have first hand contact, parN THIS survey it was found that a young woman twentyticularly with the girl who is trying to earn a livelihood.
two years of age, who is an average paid worker of the
manufacturing group, is receiving $10.00 per week when she
STUDY has recently been made by a university student works full time, which, she seldom does. "She works from
. in one of our Southern cities on the wages of women. seven to five-thirty, walks from the factory to her room to
More than eight hundred girls and women engaged in many save carfare, goes to her evening meal, or if she has a date,
types of occupations filled out cards giving the facts about or an engagement with another girl, she spends her evening
their jobs; some rather startling things were brought to light. at some cheap movie; but she cannot do that often because
It was found that 48~ per cent of these received less than she must launder and mend her clothes, and clean her room;
$12.00 per week for their work; the clerks averaged $10.25, it costs too much to go to a show if she pays for it herself:
factory workers $10.87, restaurant workers $8.53 plus meals, Work begins early in the morning, so unless she wants to
laundry workers $8.74, clerical workers $16.30. In the collec- .go to sleep on the job she must get to bed rather early. Her
tion of this material many stories of hardship and want were work requires a great deal of nervous energy because she
operates a power machine and she has to be on a strain
disclosed.
One girl, twenty-one years old, with the normal wants and continually to see that no part of the machine is out of
desires of that age, was getting $6.00 per week in a depart- order and that her work is being done perfectly." .
ment store. How did she manage? She lived in a church
Working in a certain printing house in the bindery departhome for girls where she paid $2.00 per week for room and ment is a young widow with two dependent children. "Until
board; she then had $4.00 left for clothes, recreation, self- a short time ago she was employed in a hosiery mill. Because
improvement, savings, doctor and dentist, church, etc. She of the close work and rhe strong light necessary, her eyes
has been with this store about two years and has had but one failed her and she was forced to quit work there or lose her
raise. The only way for her to get a better job is to lose sight entirely. It is impossible for her to get along with the
the one she has so she may have time to look for another.
present wages so she receives aid from a club; they give her
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a basket ot groceries once a month and send second-hand
clothing to her and her children. If she could provide food
and clothing for her childten with her wages so she would
not need to 'skimp' herself to give the children enough, she
' . would. have more energy to puc into her work."
Conttast the above stories with this one of the well paid
worker:
"Mrs. F. earns $40.00 per week running a power machine
in a shop. She is a deserted wife with two dependent children
but she can support them nicely and is able to save some
money. Her work has not been regular the past yeat at so
but when she is not working at the shop she can stay at home
and sew fat the children. Her work interests het and she
wants to do it well. Because she feels her employer is paying
her what she deserves, she is anxious to let him know his
confidence in her is well placed. Het children are going to
have a chance in the world since she is earning enough to
help them through high school and give them some additional
training. Mrs. F. is hopeful of her future and that of her
children, fat she can provide proper food, clothing and home
environment for them,"
city a group of twenty.five girls who earn
I NtheirTHISownsame
living ptepated a minimum budget fat the selfsupporting girl and they found that in order to live in frttgal
comfOrt and decency she must earn at least $16.21 per week,
fifty weeks per year.
What are the requirements of a girl who wotks? She
must appear each morning clean and neatly dressed. She
must look rested and feel renewed, in order to be worthy of
a day's hire. She must be accurate and swift at het work
and have a good disposition. She must be sufficiently well
nourished to keep her energy and health well up to ,its best.
She must be alert and intelligent and take an interest in the
life around her. She must conttibute to all the collections
that are taken up in her shop for wedding presents, funeral
bouquets, baskets of groceries for the sick, etc. But can $9,
$10, $11, $12 per week provide for her this right of every
normal American girl? In the state in which these studies
were made the legal working day for women is 10Yz hoursit is even longer in some other Southern states. This is true
notwithstanding a certain Southern university professor's
statement, not long since, that the machine age had given
every working man and woman in the United States the
eight hour day. Is 9, 10, 10~ hours of a girl's energy worth
a living wage? Who receives the benefit of this working
energy which cannot be produced or maintained on less than
$16.21 per week? If it costs $16.21 to pteserve this physical
machinery and keep it from destruction and impairment, and
the employer who is using this machinery only pays for it
$9, $10, $11, $12 per week who is paying the difference?
Sometimes, of course, it is the girl's family; sometill)es it
is a "friend;" sometimes it is you and I. When the churches
and· philanthropic societies provide gitH homes that are not
self-supporting and when we have campaigns for charity, you
and I and all who contribute to these, and the doctors and
hospitals who do "charity" work for the girls, are really
making a gift of this working energy to the employer instead
of his paying for it· out of his profits.
The Woman's Bureau of the United States department of
Labor has this to say:
"If yeu think that it is all right to pay a woma~ $9.00 per
week, simply because you can get her to work for that, then
OCTOBER,
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you think that it is all right for you to take from that woman
not only the hours of work you have bargained for, but also
her health, her comfort, her chances for pleasure and edu.
cation, and provision for her old age or sickness. You take
all these things, for a $9.00 a week wage Gan supply none
of them. You will also be taking from the community a
healthy, happy, interested citizen and leaving in her place
a woman who will have neither time nor energy ro make a
contribution to any social progress, a woman whose standard
of living must be too low for safety; in fact a woman who is
a liability instead of an asset in the community lite. This is
too large a contribution for anyone person to take from
another, yet those who pay less than a living wage are taking
such a toll from every person they employ, and from every
community in which these petsons live."
Do not these facts provide something for all of us, who
wish to see Christ's way of life effective in the world, tc
to think abom?

Missions and Mammon 1n
Latin America
(Continued from page 15)

government, much of our ritual, our hymnology, our ecclesi.
astical architecture, our methods of financing the church, our
system of religious education and quite a few of our minot
doctrinal accretions. Christ, after all, was not an AngloSaxon c;>r even an Occidental. Most certainly he was not
a citizen of the United States.
The missionary now faces the task of stripping Christianity
to its essentials, literally the "naked" truth, which has no
nationality and serves no commercial master, and which
cannot possibly be accused of serving as the instrument of
"Americanization," however beautiful that process may be
in the eyes of its proudly beaming creatots.
Around this nucleus of truth the missionary must invite
the Latin American Christians to build the sort of institution that will best serve his people and best nurture his
spiritual life. He is quite as capable of doing this as was
the early European or Levantine when Christianity was first
introduced to them. In fact he will probably do it better,
having before him the example of the failures and successes
of the Roman Catholic system as it has developed in his own
land and seeing clearly its inability to cope with the problem
of the present day and also the Church's unsuccessful attempt
to enlist the interest of modem men and women in an eccle.
siastical system originally designed for a world in which less
than five per cent of the people could read, much less think.
It is true that a church so reared may beat little exterior
resemblance to Ohio Methodism or New Jersey Presbyterianism, but if the missionary has done his work well he may be
sure that the essential of Christian truth will be there as a
basis and that the organization will be well adapted to the
psychology and actual religious needs of its members. Surely
we could. desire no more for our southern neighbors than this;
for what finer church can there be than one which faithfully
preserves and practices the teachings of our Lord through an
organization perfectly constituted to meet effectively the peculiar conditions of the field in which it works?
Such a church will be definitely the possession of the people
for whom it was created. It will never be regarded as some(Conti nued on page 29)
[385}
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Mrs. G. B. Hester
By S. E. H.
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UNIQUE figure at the
annual meetings of
the Woman's Missionary Council has been, since
/
its organization in 1911, that
~/
of Mrs. G. B. Hester whose
!
/'
home was in Muskogee, Okla,.:'
homa. She has had the distinction of being in attendance
!
upon every general mee~ing
held by the women including
all the meetings of the Woman's Board of Foreign Missions, which was organized
fifty years ago, and also those
of the Woman's Board of Home
Missions.
She will, however, be missed
at the next annual meeting of
the Council for on the after.
noon of August 2nd she was
called to her heavenly home. In
her earlier years Mrs. Hester
was an active worker in the
Oklahoma Conference, having
served as conference president
of the foreign society for fifteen
years and as treasurer of the
united society for eighteen
years. Her conference, more than a score of years ago, conferred upon her the honor of life membership and a few
years later gave her the relationship of president.emeritus.
Although she reached the age of ninety, the work of missions
still seemed to be her paramount interest. At the time of the
last annual meeting of the Woman's Missionary Council, held
in Washington, D. C, although feeble in health she insisted
upon making the long journey across the country saying:
"It's just as near to Heaven in Washington and if my time
comes there, why I'll be ready."
Mrs. Hester was born January 6, 1839 at Atlanta, Georgia.
She was the daughter of Rev. D. T. Fulton, a minister of the
Methodist Episcopal Church, South.
After her graduation from Masonic College, Covington,
Kentucky, in 1857, while still a very young woman she
accepted work under the appointment of her church in the
Chickasha School at Tishomingo, then the capital of the
Chickasha nation. Within a few months she met and married
Capt. G. B. Hester of the United States army. She continued,
however, as teacher in the Indian school until the Civil War
interfered with its continuance.
When the war broke out Capt. Hester went immediately
to the front, his wife followed quickly, beginning her ministry
to the sick and injured. When asked concerning her war
experiences she said: "I was a practftal nurse and mother to
many of the suffering, needy soldiers throughout the four
terrible years. I nursed many through sickness, and in death
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helped wrap many in blankets
and placed their bodies in the
grave without box or casket-a
foretaste of the world war."
Concerning the years which
followed, the Muskogee Times_
Democrat says: "It was also
a foretaste of what awaited het
when at the close of the. war
she returned with her husband
to the Indian TerritOry and resumed the life she had left.
There were many who followed
them. Travelers of all descriptions, the poor, the rich.
To all she lent a helping hand,
and her ministrations to the
sick and needy who were far
from home and the comforts
of urban life made hers a name
that was known for years
throughout this country, then
just entering upon the feverish
years of development that
brought it finally to statehood.
"Settlers passed and repassed
the few trails that crossed the
territory, and many of the early
families that came to Oklahoma
in a covered wagon recall the hospitalily of her home at Bogy
Depot and her prowess as a nurse. Mrs. Hester's work as a
teacher was among the Chickasaws and Choctaws. She also
assisted her husband in a mercantile business at Bogy Depot
that continued fony years until his death."
was the mother of three children, only one
M RS.of HESTER
whom is living and this one is the wife of United
States Senator Robert L. Owen of Oklahom~. Mrs. Hester in
her declining years made numerous trips to Washington, D. C.
in order to sit in the Senate galleries and listen to the speeches
of her son.in-law.
The daily paper account of Mrs. Hester's funeral says that
the altar was completely covered with floral offerings and
traffic was almost at a standstill while cars filled with her many
friends tried to park near the church. The first pastor that
she had in Muskogee, Dr. M. L. Butler, president elder of
the Methodist Episcopal Church, South, conducted the funeral
service. Four Confederate veterans, to whom she ministered
as a nurse at Bogy Depot, Indian Territory during the Civil
War, were present; also nearly one.hundred members of the
missionary society, fourteen members of her Bible class, the
local chapter of the United Daughters of the Confederacy,
many ministers from small towns around Muskogee whom she
had helped in religious work, the local chapter of the
W. C T. U. and many other noted personages with whom
she had come in contact.
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Rejuvenating the Missionary
Society
'By MRS. W. B. CARR, Bonham, Texas
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A living room. (The effect may be a~ranged easily
the chflrch rostl'1lm, 01' elsewhere, .with or withoflt a
raised platform.)
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CHARACTERS:
District Secretary.
A Mis'sionary Society.
Overworked Members (a representative).
Inactive Members (a representative).
Church women who are not members (a representative).
Program.
The Missionary Voice.
Conference Officers (a. representative).
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h.
:~
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b,
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NOTE: Each character enters jllst before her first speech and
remains on platform IIntil the close.
FOREWORD: Two children went om to seek the 'Blue Bird'
of happiness; after searching the city streets, in the courts of
Kings, in the homes of the rich and great, and in large
cathedrals they return to find the bird perched on the mantel
of their own little home. In our search and in our eagerness
to find the very best things in this world we sometimes look
too far afield and we miss that which is most valuable, lying
right at our feet. Service is the watchword of the women in
the missionary society. We desire-not only to serve, ourselves-but to lead othets and show them how they may also
learn to serve. If we can direct your attention to the good
things you have with you at all times it will have served its
purpose.
NOTE: The President of the auxiliary may give the foreword.
(Enter District Secretary and Missionary Society).

I.

j
i

MISSIONARY SOCIETY: I am not sure that I know just what
it is that you are to do for us; is it to organize new missionary
societies?
DISTRICT SECRETARY: Yes, I will do so should the occasion
arise but it is also my pleasure to aid and strengthen the
societies already organized. I desire to give advice and suggestions where needed, provide opportunities for the women
of the missionary societies to meet and discuss their problems,
exchange ideas, learn new facts about our work, and' at the
same time enjoy the fellowship and co·operation with each
other. This task of ours is a holy one. It should bring into
action the highest and noblest fotces of our nature. I hope to
create a new interest and a greater zeal and enthusiasm for
our missionary work.
MISSIONARY SOCIETY: That sounds very interesting indeed,
and I hope that you will begin with me, tight now, for I am
at my row's end. My members are, for the mosr part, good
OCTOBER,
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consecrated Christian women; they are willing to work and
co.operate, but they are becoming so discouraged. Just a few
attend the meetings and they seem to think that it is a waste
of time to go on. I have decided to call in an efficiency expert
-a specialist-to see if something cannot be done for us.
I know that it will be expensive but I feel that it will be
worth it, if we can save our society. Perhaps you can tell
me where I can find such a person? Something must be done
for us for we are failing.
DISTRICT SECRETARY: Have you tried all your own natural
resources? Sometimes it is better to give those a thorough
trial before calling in outside help.
MISSIONARY SOCIETY: Natural resources? I suppose
you mean prayer? Oh, yes! We have prayed until I fear that
we have 'wearied Heaven: My women are earnest and they
are faithful and they have worked themselves into a state of
exhaustion trying to carry the entire burden of the society.
We have tried prayer and willingness; we know that they are
needed, but in spite of that, we are not making progress. We
need something, but I cannot say JUSt what it is.
DISTRICT SECRETARY: I do not mean by natural resources,
prayer and willingness. These are, of course, your foundation
and power, but you need, in addition, working plans. Let
me call in some of your natural resources and you may see
for yourself. We will hear also from some of the things that
hinder you, and perhaps an adjustment can be made. First,
your overworked members, let us hear from them.
OVERWORKED MEMBERS (represented by a rather fmstrated
and excited person): You called me? Do you wish to pm
upon me some extra duty? I do not see how I can do any
more than I have already done. I do not think that I can
even keep on doing that much. I am so discouraged and
tired. I have served on so many committees, cooked so many
dinners, engineered so many rummage sales that I am exhausted. I have taken part on so many programs that I
know people are tired of looking at me. I am all used up.
Unless we can get some new life and interest in, our work
we may as well just give it up entirely. I can do no more.
MISSIONARY SOCIETY: There you are. We can do nothing
ourselves for we have used up our natural resources. We will
simpiy have to have outside help,
DISTRICT SECRETARY: Wait. I have not finished. What
about your inactive members? Those who rarely attend the
meetings. Let us hear from them.
MISSIONARY SOCIETY: Oh, they will do nothing. We have
asked them to help many times.
INACTIVE MEMBERS (represented by a yoling woman who
appears interested bllt not impressed): What can you expect
[387 )
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me to say? I do not know very much about the missionary
work. I pay my dues and I try to do what is asked of me,
but I cannot do the work like those who have years of exexperience. I feel sure that they criticize me when I do try.
I cannot take part on the program for my voice trembles and
my knees shake; and I just cannot bear to hear all those
leaflets read as so many do. Oh, perhaps there might be
some things that I could do but somehow I am never asked to
do those and I could not suggest them myself for I might
fail; then I would be so embarrassed. I cannot help you.
MISSIONARY SOCIETY: Now, that is the sort of thing we
have to contend wirh. What would you do?
DISTRICT SECRETARY: Srudy these young women. Find
out rhe work that suits them best and gradually lead and train
rhem until they can do a larger work. It will be well worth
your time and patience for the missionary task appeals to the,
altruism of youth. Our work must indeed move forward on
the feet of these young women and it is the solemn dury and
responsibiliry of the older women to let them 'learn by doing.'
While we are on this subject let us hear from another large
group-the young women of the church who have nor joined
the missionary society.
CHURCH WOMEN WHO ARE NOT MEMBERS (represented
by a bright yotlng woman, modishly dressed): I am afraid
rhat I cannot help you. Of course I believe in the great cause
of missions. I am really fond of Bible study and I am interested
in the program of Jesus; I know that His last command was
to take His great and glorious gospel to all pans of the world,
bur I do not believe that He ever meant for missionary
socieries to be so pokey. I am interested, in culrure and thar
is the reason that I give so much of my time to the literary
clubs; they appeal to the intellect. Bur the missionary societies
are for old women and they do not need or want me.
MISSIONARY SOCIETY: Pokey, indeed! Why, the greatest
and highest culrure to be found anywhere is in the srudy of
Missions. Unselfishness, high ideals, heroism! It is a challenge
to all that is pure, brave and noble in one's narure. It is a
task for the strong and courageous-not for weaklings.
DISTRICT SECRETARY: Of course it is. But do these young
people know this? How have you tried to let them find it
out?
MISSIONARY SOCIETY: Well, we invite them [0 our meetings
and we almost have to beg them to come and then they
never come back. We need them but they do not want us.
Pokey! I am really hurt by their artirude 'toward us and I
can do nothing about it.
DISTRICT SECRETARY: Let us hear from your programsperhaps they can explain some things.
PROGRAM (represented by a middle aged woman): I furnish
them with a most artractive book of programs and leaflets
with up-co-date material on missions and the most live facts
on social conditions in our own country bur they will not use
them. Oh, sometimes they do use the leaflets but they read
them word for word, mechanically. They do not add their
own ideas and their own personality. I make suggestions for
the singing of beautiful missionary hymns but instead they
choose some cheap song. Sometimes they lose me entirely
and have no program worth while at all. I will gladly help
if they will only give me some artention.
28
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DISTRICT SECRETARY: Now I shall call in another of your
most important resources, THE MISSIONARY VOICE.

i

THE MISSIONARY VorCE (a woman holding a copy oj
the VOICE from which 'she appea-rs to be shaking off dllSt):
Here I am all dusty from having lain unnoticed on a shelf
for weeks. I am very few in number in this society. And
then I am usuallrc placed on a table among other papers and
periodicals un-read and un-noticed; it is certainly discouraging.
I have so many interesting and instructive things to tell. I
have information about the men and women who are working
at home and in the foreign fields, about the need everywhere
and how we may have a part in the great program of the
Master. The greatest missionary statesmen in this country and
England contribute to my columns. I could give inspiration
[0 any society.
I carry additional interesting and inspiring
suggestions co supplement the programs; I am meant to be
a help to' you-and (tossing VorCE to the floor) I amrele:
gated to the waste basket. I cannot help unless the members
of the society will subscribe for me and read me.
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MISSIONARY SOCIETY: I looked for my VorCE the other day
and could not find it. I really intended to read it, for it
does have some good picrures and some splendid articles
in it. I fully intend giving more artention to the VorCE after
this.
.
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DISTRICT SECRETARY: You will not regret it, for a society
that subscribes for and reads the Missionary Voice will not
have the worries and hindrances that so many now have. I
know of no berter medicine for an ailing society than our
own magazine when it is read by all the members. But there
is another helpful group-our Conference Officers. Let us
hear them.

5en~

CONFERENCE OFFICERS (represented by a business.like
young woman): I am certainly glad'to learn thar you knew
that I existed for this is the first evidence that I have had of
it. I never get a report from you; you never ask me for ~
thing. I have bulletins, leaflets and suggestions that would
help you with your work if you would only keep in touch
with me. My business is to serve you bur I cannot do so
unless you will let me hear from you.
'
MISSIONARY SOCIETY (to District Secretary): I have decided that, after all, we do not need to call in outside help,
for I have discovered what you mean by natural resources. My
overworked members shall show these inactive members and
those who do not belong how we may help each other. They
can contribute their youth and enthusiasm and have the benefit of our experience. I shall become acquainted with our journal-THE MISSIONARY VorCE-and use it. I shall get help of
our conference officers. They will not complain again because they do not hear from me. I am beginning to feel better and I am anxious to begin work anew.
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DISTRICT SECRETARY: I am sure that after this most profitable discussion that you can go forward without feeling the
work a burden. Live programs and worthwhile work will appeal co your uninterested and unenlisted church members.
Helps for doi,ng this as you see are available. In addition you
should see that delegates are sent to the zone' and district
meetings and also to the annual meeting of our Conference
Society. They will rerum with new vision and new zeal, in.
terested and active in the service of the Master.

~

HYMN No. 635, Methodist-Hymnal, (All join in singing.)
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Another Editorial Word
What Is

01lf

Missionary Urge?
ECENTLY at Me. Sequoyah, this editor sat for twelve
days, as the leader of a class of fifry earnest souls who
were seeking new depths and heights in the mean.
ing of the great missionary enterprise; that they might go
forth with renewed energy in this day when the urgency of
the Message of Jesus seems to be waning. By means of the
reports of the Jerusalem Meeting of the International Council and inspiring books based upon these twelve volumes,
diligent research was made. As this class faced squarely the
new challenge of the reformed world religions they realized
thar these were rapidly becoming competitors with the Christian religion; that they were claiming, and in some instances
it seemed rightly, values that equaled the teachings of Christianity on like subjects. These s~dents at Sequoyah saw, toO,
however influential these religions had become in dimming the
missionary message and motive, in both the West and the
East, that Western materialism had become by far the more
formidable. Science and industry in claiming the power to
meet all the needs of men ate thereby seriously blunting the
sense of spiritual need. In addition, the industrial interests
of the West in their exploitations of the East are seriously
counteracting the influence of the missionary as he seeks to
carry the message of Jesus to these non-Christian lands.
This group looked straight at the difficulties encountered
in the present day intermingling of the nations of the earth,
resulting in race frictions everywhere. This situation has contributed largely to nationalistic and racial feelings resulting in
the demands of the younger churches for self determination.
The desire for a part in their own management and for a
chance to interpret Jesus and His message according to
their own genius has become insistent.
These, with many other contributing forces, hL.ve changed
the whole aspect of the missionary enterprise within a decade.
The old artitude on the part of supposedly superior and privileged people to minister to an inferior group bowing down to
idols of wood and stone can no longer hold. For behold the
Lord hath not left Himself without a witness among any
people, however dim and dull their understanding of Him.
He is knocking today at the door of the whole world for a
new entrance, longing to give a new revelation to a composite
group of men and women. We, the senders of the Gospel,
must class ourselves as among the needy ones also--those who
need this fuller light from above.
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ITH this changed viewpoint what is the missionary
urge? What is to be substituted for the old plea of
immediacy-the plea for a dying heathen world? In humiliry
and heart-searching this earnest group at Mt. Sequoyah sought
for a renewed "rgency. And as a result of their seeking, one
day there came a strange and wonderful conviction; out of this
conviction, from the depths of a great spiritual experience, they
formulated a missionary motive which the group adopted with
a will to make it a reality in their own lives.
They saw the person of Jesus Christ, supreme, calling to
depths and heights of which they as Chrisrians had not
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dreamed. Jesus Christ the adequate power in the life of the
world was their one impelling motive-far out-distancing any
other. With this as their great central truth they made the fol.
lowing statement:
We, 'the class at Mt. Sequoyah, July 23-August 6, 1929,
gathered together to study "Roads to the City of God" do de.
sire because of the fresh impetus that has come to us through
the fellowship of prayer and through the new light of this
study, to restate the motives and the compelling sense of ur.
gency which we feel for the carrying forward of the missionary
enterprise of today:
1. In our heans we know there is power in Christ alone to
meet all our human needs and realizing that our needs are
the needs of all men, we are moved by the impelling powet of
His love to share the Gift of Christ that all humanity may have
the higher life that we are persuaded comes only thtough Jesus
Christ our Saviour.
2. We are moved ro the very depths of our being by the
intense suffering-physical, mental and spiritual-that is found
everywhere, most appalling where the ministry of His healing
is unknown, and we feel assured that only the full message of
Jesus Christ can alleviate this suffering and overcome the illadjusted relationships that exist among men everywhere.
3. Believing that the Message of the Gospel is the only
solution that will combat the mighty wave of materialism that
is sweeping over the entire world we feel there is new urgency
for haste on the part of His witnesses to carry the Gospel in all
its fullness to every race and nation.
4. We feel a new sense of gratitude for the unique contribution of Jesus Christ to the womanhood of the world and this
must find expression in more distinct, courageous and ever
widening, witness.bearing by Christian women.
5. Believing that the great heart of God, the Father, can
never be satisfied except through the fullest response of the
human race we realize anew that each race out of the light of its
own vision of God must bring its own racial gifts of His revelation to that race before the fullness of the revelation of God
to the entire human race can be realized.

Missions and Mammon In
Latin America
(Continued from page 25)

thing imported by "foreigners" and therefore suspected, Its
ministers will not need to prove their independence of foteign
domination before their religious teaching can find acceptance.
It will probably have serious difficulties of its own as it
grows, ,difficulties having their seat i,n local problems which
may hamper its growth and split it into sects, But its troubles
will at least be its own and it will not have to add to its
burden the present.day results of old theological disputes in
England or of the attempt of the United States to solve the
issue of Negro slavery by force.
The building of such a church is the missiQnary task in
Latin America.
(389]
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"'[he Kingdom

of Heaven

Three News Notes from Brazil
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Unto Leaven, Which a Woman '[oo~

Rev. Samuel Coles is the superintendent in chatge of the
plant. His report shows that the Richmond Goodwill paid
last year in opportunity wages to the unemployed and handicapped $12,172, giving 6,584 days' .work to 119 different persons. In the various religious activitie~ there were 136 conversions.

REVOLVING fund for the publication of much needed
literature in Portuguese, which was formed in Brazil
about three years ago under the able and efficient leadership of
Professor Erasmo Braga, is gradually proving its worth. The
first Bible Dictionary in Portuguese, translated and prepared by
the Brazilian Committee on Co-operation, has recently been
Dr. Inman in the Caribbean
published. It is a volume of nearly 1,000 pages, well illustrated
EV. SAMUEL GUY INMAN, Executive-Secretary of the
and adapted for use with the three versions of the Bible in
Commirtee on Co.operation in latin America, has reo
Portuguese. One-third of the first edition of 2,000 copies of cently returned from a tour of the West Indies. His first stop
this volume was sold before the dictionary came from the was Havana, where he was engaged with the Organizing Compress, so great was the need for this valuable book. The fourth mittee, working out details for the Havana Congress. After
volume of the Gospel Commentary has been published through a strenuous week in Cuba, Mr. Inman left for Santo Domingo,
this revolving fund and the Concordance, which is now ready Haiti and Porto Rico spending about two weeks in this terri.
for the press, will be published as soon as the rapid sale of the tory. His time in Santo Domingo was devoted chiefly to the
present edition of the Bible Dictionary makes available neces- consideration of the many problems involved in the building
sary funds.
of the proposed new hospital there and the activities of a new
A piece of property has been purchased for the New Union superintendent to succeed Mr. Huffman, who because of ill
Seminary at Rio de Janeiro at a cost of approximately $14,000 health is resigning his superintendency. Throughout his trip,
plus repairs and taxes. It adjoins the old Imperial Park, the Mr. Inman was deeply impressed by the wonderful way in
site of the National Museum. The dormitories of Pedro II which the Evangelical workers are helping the peoples of these
College are close by and the proposed new University buildings little islands of the Caribbean. Mr. Inman was present at the
are to be erected there also. There are five buildings on the Havana Conference, greatly helping by his leadership and
property; the largest of these houses the Seminary which has counsel. He was in charge of the Chair of Missions in the
just moved in, and the remaining four will be leased, thus help- Junaluska School of Religion this summer, July 22-September
ing to reduce the debt on the property.
2, and made one of the principal addresses in the Missions
The fourth annual meeting of the Students' Union for Chris- Conference.
tian Work was held at Granbery College. The Union is formed
To All People of Goodwill
of local groups in schools. It was inspiring to hear the leaders
ECENTLY a message to the Churches and to all people
call repeatedly for Christian unity, fellowship and co.operation,
of goodwill 'was issued with the signatures of 186
to which the students responded enthusiastically. A Portuguese
from Madeira made the statement that nothing but a united British and American leaders. The message was sent out
national church would satisfy the spiritual desires of his na- under the auspices of the World Alliance for International
tion. Next year the meeting will be held in the Colegio Bap- Friendship.
"We whose names are attached hereto, in loyalty to our respective
tista in Rio.

R·

R

Goodwill in Richmond

T

HE Methodist Board of City Missions, Richmond, Vir.
ginia, at a recent reorganization meeting announced its
plan for handling the work of the Goodwill Industries.
1. W. Hoffman, President of the Broadway Bank and Trust
Company and an active worker in his church, was elected President of the Board. Rev. H. P. Myers, pastor of Highland Park
Methodist Church, was elected Vice.President and F. E. Anderson, layman and business man, was elected Treasurer.
Rev. John 1. Slaughter, D. D., pastor of the leigh Street
Baptist Church, and Rev. Cary Montague, city missionary of
the Episcopal Church were elected directors at large.
President Hoffman announced that new trucks were being
secured and a schedule worked out to have each interested
home visited for the collection of discarded clothing, shoes,
furniture, etc., which are reclaimed and sold at nominal prices,
the proceeds being used to pay wages to those who cannot
find other employment. This agency is being used more and
more as a means of helping the deservin~ who desire to earn
small amounts for food and clothing.
30
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countries and in the conviction that the welfare of each country is
linked indissolubly with friendship for the other, unite in the following message, with the earnest hope that it may help to crystallize the
thoughts which we believe are forming among multitudes of men
and women in Great Britain and the United States.
"We believe that the time has come when the world must have
done with war in fact, in expectation, and in planning. * * *
"We hail, as a standard around which the thought and will of the
world can rally, the Multilateral Treaty against war, signed by representatives of Great Britain and the United States and others of the
great nations, renouncing war and embodying the pledge of the signa·
tory nations that 'the settlement or solution of all disputes or conflicts,
of whatever nature or whatever origin they may be, which may arise
among them, shall never be sought except by pacific means.'
"We believe that our nations when they signed this pledge meant
what they said. * * *
"We believe that the paramount obligation of political leaders in
our respective governments is to share the policies and programs of
these countries in accord with the treaty renouncing. war. * * *"

Eighty-nine of the signatures were from America, ninetyseven from England. Among the United States signatures
were those of Dr, S. Parkes Cadman, President R. E. Blackwell
of Randolph-Macon, Drs. Truert and Vance of the South,
Bishops Cannon, McDowell, Freeman, McConnell, DuBose
and Nicholson.
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ITHY WILL BE DONE
Ii"
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and Hid itt crJrrec: ?-.1c:astlTes of Meal. crill It \Vas A!I Leat'('lled"
Lost in tile Sa/lam

Bil! Business

~E

V.\:-':(;I:I./CAI. IlIn"om in \o.olkJ nun.Cllri\rim I.mJ,
"",plur )O,{)(J() rni"ionuin and (lT0rt 1'l,000,U(){) nm.
i,' \Trl'. TII':rt· .He ~0,(Jl)(J c:IelllC"IlUry schouh Wilh Se\eral Illl!.
'j I",n 1'1I1,i1" I (JO Ioi;.:10 \cl" ...)!> wirll :! .\Oou \tud"nrs, .\1;0 rheo.
" !ut:;l,d '''lIIiruri\:s will. 1I,{J(J(J '!LItLnrs allJ S \H hO'f'iuh wuh
, 1,100 1II,:dilal rni"iollui",.

f
i

fll'e lIm'(! Done It Unto i\/e"
A T .'I'll E h':;;.:Ioe of ie\ child wdfare I'ro;.:wll, nt-ar b,e Re.
hef Sel a rl"\:ord for all wnt" tr1 orpll.lna,L:e work. I 11,1 )~}
,loildn:n, in file dllTl'renr cuunrrie>, were under ils LHe at one
til1le. In Olle lit)' uf .\Inandrurul. now I.r:nill.lkan, rloere wtle
l2,I)(J() huu,e,l in lloe file millIOn d"llu ;lrlll)" ["'st of the olJ
Ru"iall C/H wIoieh Iwl b,m put ar d,e Ji'ro\;ll of Ihe
or~:-Illi/arilln, fr"r: of r"nr. I'wle((\ srill in propes\ He: or.
rllJn.I,L:'" ar Syra, Grn:ce and ,11 Alcx;lnJr0I'0I, Arrnenia; clili.
drell \u(,\idiznl ill fut;"e in,llrutioO\; dernomrrarion farm wotk
in (,olh Grl'l·..-e and Arrnelll;l; nursei rrainin,e in Greece an,1
Armr:ni;l; ni,L:he .,ell".>" fot diil.fr"n who ha\'(: rt(enrly left Ihe
Urrll.lIU,L:r:\ and are e.I,L:er (lJ illli'w\,e thernlelt'es; wotk for
blind orplun\; work fllr ,kai lllutlS, ruberculosis sanitariul!]';,
C(lnllllllllity I\(:alth Cemer,; llan'pIJnrlll.L: children from Ill.
~tirlltiom into norm.1I (Ornnllmlt)' 11ft'. IIldudin,~ lindin,L: hom:.-,
Jnd (\(CIII'Jtion,. :ind ,~i\'in,L: ~uf'r:r\'i'llIn Jnd ~uh\idr; wllrkin.L:
IXlY:>' and t:irls' homes; Ne;lr Ea'r indllSrril'S aidint: sell.sup.
port of orl'han t:irls Jnd wido\\Td muthers.

iHct/lOdism in Burma
URMA \\'J.S the liN link in rhe eh.lin of :<Iissions outside
of India cst.lhlishnl by the IndlJ mis,ion.uies oi the
Methodi.\t Ef'iscof'.11 Church dut in (he course of !Ime ex.
tended as far cast as the Philippine Islands, Fllr n,any years
its missionaries were in Ltr.L:e r.lrt supplied irom India and re.
,L:Jr,led thenl.sc!\,es JS temror.lry 10.105 [0 13urm,l, Dunnt: Ihe
tirst ll"arter oi a century lierk pro,~ress W.1S nude in buildlll,t:
the Church. but at knfth, \vhen men ;lnd women Wl're fOllnd
who were prer.lred to ,~ive their lives to I3l1r1nJ., a neW erJ of
rro,L:res.s be,c.ln. Two of these men h,\ve ,civen twenty.fi\·e ye,lfs
oi service. and the Dlirnu :\nnu.\1 Conference no\\' lIJ.s in l!S
memocrship J pllUp oi second and third term mission.ules tb.\!
comr.lres i.l\'or.\bly .IS [0 number JIld ability \\'irh any Confer.
cnn: oi rhe Church in Soulhern Asi.1,

B

Si.\·ty lUil/ioT1S for

I

Forei~n

jHissions

N ;\ statisticJI table recently prepared in the oHices of the
Internation.\1 :<li~ion.1f)· Council. the afpeple income oi
iorei~n rni~,ion.lf)· socleties in different Cl1 untrics reyeals .1
wr.ll of sixty milliLlns of dollars sFcnt annuJllr on forcit:n mis.
sions around the wotld. The Churches of the Vnired Sr.1tcs
JIld Gnad.1 lead with JIl Jnnual c..\:Fendirure of thirty.livc mil.
lions. G~at Driuin spends cinco millions cach ycar. while
thc Pmt~tJllr Churches of ~rmJllr. Nonny and Sweden cach
;lv-crace slichtlv oyer J million, The PrOtCSCU1t Churches of
South- Afri~ ;r;e gi\;ng on :m ;l\'erafe of ;l half a million an,
nuilly to thc o . t e:osion of the: Christian faith in the hinterlands
of Wt fr~t continent.
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TIIRI\'I:-':G Jewish (tlluny III ehe heart of tile Sah;lr~
Dnerr w~, rr:(endr Ji'UJHr<:J lor M. Rene Lt'blunJ,
Frr:nlh lon,ul in AI:L1, Soulhern :<1,,(O,c\l \\'11I1e IllJl'·IlI.,I:.
III,L: by airrbne OtTr Ihe S;lharJ, .\1. Ld'lpnJ "'.:s for,cd ro .k.
>Cl'nJ in J lonely ~l'llr, ",hnr: ht' \l'a, ,uon 5l1rrUUI"kJ h\'
l!lb",rn>:n. R<:c;llllllL: Ihe fate of other Flench ;l\'l;\IOIS will)
IU\T fallen inw d:e /wllls of ,le\ert.Jwellr:rs, .\1. Lehlolld
steeleJ hirmdf for an orJe;l1. To his sIHI'rist" he w." rt,r:1\ ed with Ihe ).:fl·;ltr:,e honor. and found himself Jfl Ihe IIllJ'1
uf a clllony ((lll1l'O~d of Jescel"bnrs of Jews who h;\d fled
the \'Iun'ty of Ihe .\!r:,I,[err;lll<:.In years a.~o. The bst Ellwf'e.1n
'>:r:n III the colony h;\d ('<':Il<:tral"J (hne III 1S(;(,. Only \a,:';IIl'
rumor:> of (he \\'"rlJ \Var lu.1 bel'll lie.1!J. A Ilholl,l.:h Ihne
Jt'w:> sf'Oke JIl ArJ!>'c dlalece, Ihey lIseJ 11r:orl'\\' IetlUill,l: In
rhur scrirr. anJ prnern'd Ih\:!! Jew ISh r<:h,:';10I1' cuemoniab

A

A Hymn of Dr. Summers
O:<IE months a.L: 0 Dr. Harmon, ~hc eJit,or•. r!l~rn~ I~
rhe edltorl;\\ sewon of Ihe UA 1.11 :<IORI: SOUl H I:RN
:<IETIIODI5T a misslonJry hrmn IIf the Lilt Dr. Thomas 0
Summers, and p\'es an i~tu~stin,1.: SIOf)' of ils orl.cin. The
hnlln \\'.l5 rllrnt'J O\'e! ro Dr. Harmon by his falher, Rev. N
B'. Harmon, of Ihe :<Iississippi Conferc:ncc, who haJ kepr it as
a tre.\5url·d possesSion for lluny years.
"Dr. Sunul1u:> w.\\ a \'l'f)' able and r<:markablc nun," sap
Dr. I-Lumon, "wh05e GIfl·,:r III our Church was \I~nahzed by
an unusll.1l ullion of Pt'.1t scholarsillp wilh m.!!!:ed actl\'lr)'.
The hymn which wc print hUl:\\'Ilh W.IS comp05cd by Dr.
Summers ;lnJ sunt: by a VanJerbilt quartt'tle on (he occasion
IIf a New YC.1r·s ft\ll\':ll ar VanJerhill UIlI\'l:r5lr)' in 1 HH2.
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[=.:II'er /(/ thy 5011 1IIhcrJI
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"Let Me 'Tell You A Good Story'1
N THE picturesque little city of
Matanzas, at the head of the
Yumari Valley, a most interest.
ing and effective work is being car·
ried on in behalf of the Cuban
Negroes. My visit to this Christian
Center afforded some of the happiest
hours of my time on mission fields.
It was there I met Senora Ana
Ruay, a native Bible Woman, of fine
Christian character, splendid tal.
ents and untiring labors. She is the
mother of four fine girls who have
found expression for their rematk.
able talents, and are developing into
substantial Christian leaders.
While maintaining a home and
mothering these interesting girls,
Senora Ruay finds time to do the
work assigned to her as a Bible Woman. In 1928 she made over six
hundred calls into the homes of
her own native people of Negro
blood, and has wonderful results to
show for her faithful effons.
The following stories are repre.
sentative of the results of the per.
sonal work being done by this can.
secrated Bible woman.

I

r

i
.~,

By JAMES V. REID

"JUST what is being accomplish!!d by the
money I am sending to missions?" This
question is answered by Mr. James V. Reid, lay
evangelist, who on a recent trip through Cuba
visited our EI Centro Christiano, and shows in
a very concrete way what our missionary money
is doing in the story of Senora Ana Ruay, a
Bible woman supported by a lady in one of
our churches in the South.

i

stood a large image of Christ or J,\
the cross.
The Bible Woman began tellin! ':,.
this aged grandmother of a vety rea; ,Christ who went beyond the cross: I::
beyon'd the tomb, and lives to.day tc .~~
meet the .demands of every human :0,
soul. She read to this hungry heart ll~
the fourth chapter of John. The old J
lady said that she had never heard ~
the Bible read before, and she said, ;L~
"I never thought of Christ in that !.
way. What can you do to help me?"
Together they knelt and prayed.
And the Holy Spirit, carrying the
love of the infinite Father, spoke
peace to a soUl that through long
years had hungered and thirsted ~
after righteousness.
~, :
Out of her grateful heart the old III
lady said, "I want my entire family
to know about this religion." From
thence the Bible Woman diligently
cultivated th.ose young people, in.
troduced them to the activities of vJ
the Christian Center, and at length n
all seven of the youth of that family, (
together with the grandmother, were
baptized and united with the church.

NOTHER illustration of the influence of this godly Bible
INTO one home went Senora Ruay, and found an altar dedi.
Woman is in the winning of Dulce S., a girl of attrac· .
cated to Lazarus, the parron saint of the home. The altar
was decorated with flowers, candles and gilt paper, and before tive personality. She has a good education and holds are·
it the woman of the home, Concepcion Fernandes, crossed her. sponsible position as stenographer in the government building'
in Matanzas.
self and offered her prayers.
One day the Bible Woman told Concepcion the story of
Her family are of a cold, unresponsive, skeptical type, claim.
Lazarus, the beggar, which she had never heard before, and ing faith in no religion and resenting any interference with
explained that only God was to be the recipient of her prayers family traditions. Senora Ruay laid seige to this household
and adoration. She read to her appropriate portions of the with undaunted faith and ceaseless efforts. For two years she
Bible, which fell as dew upon the opening flowers of the paid visits to the home, and finally sought audience with the
,
morning.
girl alone each Sunday afternoon, and read Bible stories to her.
Concepcion Fernandez heard the Word gladly, and when One afternoon after a heart to heart talk in which she brought
the way of salvation was revealed to her, she readily accepted the girl to the point of decision, Senora Ruay read to her Luke
it. She gave proof of her sincerity by tearing down her altar , 18:29. Again the Word of God became quick and powerful,
and discarding all the emblems which connected her with her and the heart of Dulce yielded. She said, "I will have to fol.
old superstitions and practices. It was my privilege to be pres- low God here rather than parents."
ent in the service when she made her public confession and was
Her father sternly refused to give his permission for her to
baptized.
be baptized. During a revival meeting in El Centro, Dulce
SENORA RUAY discoveted another home in which there is saw thirty.six of her friends among the young people stand at
both talent and possibility. The mother had recently died the altar for baptism. It was more than she could endure not
and seven children were being cared for by the grandmother. to be counted among them, and she left the chapel, weeping.
A short time later I sat upon the platform while the native
Three times a week she visited the home over a period of two
pastor gave the vows of the church to another group of candi.
or three months.
One day when she found the grandmother especially sad over dates. Dulce was among them. I observed that all were bap.
the loss of the mother from the home, Senora Ruay questioned tized but she. After the service I made inquiry and heard her
her as to her knowledge of Jesus Christ. The old lady said, story. The pastor had satisfied her desire to be a member of
"I have my Christ," and led Senora Ruay into a dark, musty the church, awaiting the hour of baptism until the consent 9f
room. In the dim light there was revealed a shrine upon which
(Continued on page 38)
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hrill~ ; W E HOPE nobody objects ro rhe word "campaign," as

i

fearure of the plan. On this Sunday we shall ask the pasror
to give a linle time lo a shott, sharp presentation before his
congregation. We name Febl'1lary 81h because that follows the
January missionary institures, when we get the opporruniry of
reminding the pastors, but any olher date rhat better suits the
convenience of the pastor or local congregation suits us as well.
A definite and impottant patt of cultivation.in rhe JanuaryFebruary cultivation period, especially at the Presiding Elders'
instirutes, will be lo sell THE VOICE lo the people, young and
old, men and women.

applied ro our VOICE cultivarion. Because ir is cam·
paign we mean-spelled big, wirh all rhe prepararion,
.eryteli i punch, pep and perseverance rhar word suggesrs. We mean
Ie tlQl~! ir shall be a "drive," a drive however rhar makes nobody any
D·!hYt1;; lrouble, rarher, our campaign is ro carry a contagion of sun~ shine, good narure, and a cheerful confidence rhar winsry htJ.1 wills sllbscriplions, a/l Ihe old, and a 101 of new ones!
fhe ~J i I The rimes goes back lo rhe old period of November and
r belIJ j December, bur continues rhrough January and February. We
~e Sli~ ! arc raking no chances wirh flu rhis year; or of changes of agents
l1l iJu( ~ -"swapping horses" in mid.stream-rhat come in November.
DOUBT rhe best opporruniry for subscriptions is in d'le
~mel' 'j' The 75c offer exrends rhrough NOVEMBER-FEBRUARY.
membership of the Woman's Missionary Sociery. If in
JrayeJ.
There should be two agents, remember in each congrega- the auxiliary rhere are srill a few who have not subscribed, give
19 the rion, namely, rhe agenr of rhe Woman's Missionary Sociery them a good opporruniry and bring rhem in, but ler us nor con.
spoke and rhe agent of rhe Missionary Committee. If eirher rhe Local fine ourselves lo the membership of rhe Missionary Sociery.
THE VOICE in form and content will carch the eye of men as
I.JOOg Auxiliary or rhe Missionary Committee has nor appoinred irs
well as women, of young people and even of little children.
UllfeJ : agenr, it should be done at once. When rhis issue of THE
Ler the agent rake a copy of THE VOICE she happens to have
~ VOICE reaches the congregarion, there will be scarcely a month
along and show ir. Who could hold out against such a value,
le old before rhe campaign begins. There is 110 lime 10 lose!
'amily! A list of subscribers at each posr.office will reach each and for 75c? Give ir a good chance, friend agent, and THE
VOICE will go a long way
Feomi agent of the Woman's Mis.
roward selling irself.
:endy ~ sionary Sociery from the gen.
Take the following talking
~, in. I eral office about OCtober 15rh.
points:
~ of " The agent should make a care.
:ngth • ful study of that list at once,
THE VOICE specializes in il(October Meeting)
mily, (1) lo get clearly in mind
lusrrarions-pictures from all
were who are the subscribers; (2)
lands.
1. Call the meeting early in October (better a spedal meeting rather than after any service, as time wiU
llrn. to check up on when the sub.
THE VOICE gives the best
be needed).
scriptions expire; (3) lo make
missionary srories from all
2. Any miScellaneous matter begun at a previous
lible sure that no subscriber fails lo
lands.
o~
:~ii'at
presses.
meeting,
trac. renew. Begin early on reTHE VOICE is the official or.
3. Let this meeting plan the committee's part in the
. reo newals-and keep il II P tllllil
gan of the Methodist Episco.
subscription campaign of THE MISSIONARY VOICE.
pal Church, South.
ling every fIIbscriber al y011Y posl(1). Has the Committee a VOICE agent? (If not,
office, dear agenl, renews.
THE VOICE has a net paid
appoint in this meeting an agent, and have him
circulation of more than
urn.
present.)
65,000.
11th
HE Missionary Sociery
(2). Is the agent of the Woman's Missionary SoTHE VOICE has the largest
should get a word about
ciety present? (It would be well to invite the "gent
individually paid circulation
old THE VOICE early, following
of the auxiliary, so that the pl"nning might be jointly
she I
of any denominational publi.
! suggestions coming down in
done.)
the
cation in America.
~ program literature. A shon
(3). Is the plan of campaign clearly understood?
Why might not the agent,
lee, .1 exercise of ten or twelve min.
(As outlined above, make clear such matters as the
or
the pastor, or both, get the
ght ! utes in the auxiliary meeting,
special price, the period, Presiding Elders' institutes,
opporruniry
,at some meeting
Ike : ,discussing freely and enthusi.
VOICE Sunday, two agents, etc.)
lo
tell
the
official
board of the
W, astically the value of THE
(4). How many subscribers has this church? (NumChurch about the merits of
01. VOICE, will spread THE VOICE
ber supplied by the auxiliary agent.)
THE
MISSIONARY V 0 ICE?
contagion and make the work
(5). What might we do to hold all old subscribers?
Probably
half of them, maybe
of
the
agent
much
easier.
ro
(6). What is our prospect for new subscribers?
three.foutths
of them would
The
Missionary
Committee
ce
(a). A list of prospects made out now.
say it came lo their homes in
of the Congregation should
al
(b). What might be done in the Missionary
the name of their wives. The
0(
. hold a VOICE meeting early in
Society?
others would maybe catch the
(c). Would a presentation to th~ official board
! OCtober, and plan its pan in
be feasible?
contagion, and anyway, if not
,e i the campaign, as suggested in
(d).
Shall
we
plan
for
VOICE
Sunday?
an additional subscriber were
]. the outlined Committee pro.
(e). How might the two "gents best co-operate?
won, it would give the oppor.
~
gram below.
(7). What is the Committee doing to aid the pastor
tuniry of calling the attention
~r i
VOICE Sunday will be Feb.
in collecting the "ssessmcnts? (From last month.)
of these elders of Israel to the
If i ruary 8th. Attention will be
contents of the magazine.
,f
called more than once to this
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Spiritual Cultivation
Cfhe Challenge of a ·worship Experience
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By BERTHA CONDE
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For Study: Romans 10:3'8; Deut. 6:4'13; Matt. 7=21'23.
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ACCEPTING THE RIGHTEOUSNESS OF GOD
HEN in stillness we listen to the voice of conscience
and the voice of God, we see what God's ideal
rightness really is. In one of his books Dr. Karl
Barth challenges the religious folk of today: "We have gone
no further," he says, "than to play sleepily with shadow pic.
rures of divine righteousness . . . we have prayed 'Thy
will be done' and meant by it Thy 'will be done not just
now . . . His will is not a correaed continuation of our
own. It approaches ours as a wholly Other."
So many of us think of worship as becoming aware of
God and then asking him for what we will and desire.
Worship really means seeing, hearing, understanding God's
righteousness which shows us His ideals and way of life;
and humbles us before it as we realize how far short we
have come. When we go out again into the world we must
let that ideal of God's rightness dominate every thought,
word, and deed. It is the only way we can literally fol.
low Jesus Christ. We are·not to try to set up a righteousness
of our own. That brings religious controversy and faaions.
We must see this "Wholly Other" which is not "a corrected
continuation" of our will but the searching light of God's
purity, truth and love. If we once see it through an experience
in worship and then disobey the light we will not really
worship again. Is this not the reason why church~ members
have lost the art of worship? Somewhere on the road in our
past experience, we disobeyed the heavenly vision and have
lived according to our own ideals ever since. Why not begin
today-now-to let the righteousness of God rule in our life!
Live it out now!

W

PRACTICING RELIGIOUS AUTO-SUGGESTION.
HE way our habits of thought and action are formed
is by the constant repetition of a thought over and over
until it becomes a part of us. This repetition is what the
psychologists call auto·suggestion-the suggesting to ourselves
of a thought again and again. The Hebrew prophets under.
stood the power of this even though the laws of psychology
had not been scientifically classified. It is one of the most im.
portant parts of our responsibiliry toward our children and
toward ourselves. If we practiced the teaching of Deur. 6:4.13
we would not find it so hard to be spirirual in our life. Who
can estimate the power of a morning prayer and reading of
some teaching of Jesus in our homes each day! Repeat.
ing that thought over and over to ourselves as we work
or ride or lie awake at night will build a God.like char.
aaer and bring our Lord very near. The child Samuel
lived in the temple where he heard the scriptures read
over and over and so was made sensitive to God's voice.
What is repeated most often to your ears each week,the vulgarities over the radio, the crimes in the newspapers,

T
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the un.righteousness of motion picture scenes, or what is true,
lovely, pure and of good report? How can one hour on Sun.
day offset the deluge of what is not holy unless we supple.
ment it by introducing constant reminders of the beauty of ,
holiness into our homes? Let us think of appealing ways in I
which this can be done! In what ways do we deliberately
open our lives to that which stifles the voice of conscience
and the voice of God in us? Are our clubs an influence for
a richer or poorer spiritual life? Are our social contacts in.
spiring or degrading? Do they lead to gossip, or goodness?
The rhythm of a hymn, or a Psalm, or lines of poetry, has a
cwo·fold power for auto.suggestion. How much of this is hab.
itually in our life like a fountain of pure water making every.
thing to live?
I

CARRYING OUT THE WILL OF GOD.
HERE is nothing more dangerous psychologically than
to be moved by the intense experience of fellowship in
worship and then give it no outlet in aaion. A repressed
emotional experience brings havoc to our health, our nerves,
and our spiritual· life because it breaks forth in an abnormal I
destruaive way. Every impression must become an expression.
Begin at once to write that letter, visit the poor woman who I
needs you, give of resources to the work of Christ's kingdom.
Let us do our part in helping others to find God in wor·
ship. Some of the greatest viaories for our Lord have come .
through sharing our experience in worship with anorher..
Many a disciple has been won that way. Think of what reticent
Andrew did for the kingdom of God when he shared his ex·
perience with Peter and said "We have found the Christ! And
he brought him to Jesus." The witness of what we have
seen and heard in the presence of God may mean our shin.
ing as the stars forever because we have rurned many to right. .
eousness. Our Lord has no other human voices than ours. )
Let us let Him bear witness through us of what we have
seen and heard. Perhaps there is someone in the circle of our i
friends who has longed to have us speak of our Lord and. :
is disappointed because we have been silent.

T

i

I

SUGGESTIONS FOR FELLOWSHIP MEETING.
FTER reading the first seaion have a time of silent
prayer in which we accept God's ideal of rightness for
our aim. Answer the questions suggested in the second section
and let each give experien~e of ways in which the suggestions
for the praaice of auto.suggestion can be put into home and
private life. Discuss also possible service that has been ne·
gleaed and determine upon certain ways in which· we shall
witness to the inner light this week. Let it be something which
requires real effort so that each of us can prove to be in
earnest. It is only by applying the guidance of God to real
achievement that we prove our right to further leading.
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The Missionary Society
Adult Program---November

~t i1iILl/' '
.

DEVOTIONAL TOPIC: "Rulers of Men." (Mart. 28:2, 11-26,
62-66; Mark 15:1-20; Luke 23:1-38; John 18:29-40;
19:1.22.) See page 19.
MISSIONARY TOPIC: "Latin-American Homes." (See this
issue of the MISSIONARY VOICE for supplementary material on
Latin America.)
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Young People's Program---November
WORSHIP SERVICE: See Book of Programs.
MISSIONARY TOPIC: "Serving Those Who Keep Us Warm."
(See Program Material for Senior Young People).
DEVOTIONAL TOPIC: "Rulers of Men." (Mart. 28:2, 11-26,
62-66; Mark 15:1-20; Luke 23:1-38; John 18:29-40;
19:1-22.) See page 19.

The Week of Prayer and Self Denial
DATE: November 4-11, 1929.
LITERATURE:-Worship programs (one for each of four
days) helps for leaders, and a program for children. The
young people should select from the adult programs.
Two sets of this material for each auxiliary has been mailed
to the conferences. Extra copies of the worship programs may
be secured at Literature Headquarters, 706 Church Street,
Nashville, Tennessee. Price 12 sets for 25c.
THE OFFERING:-A memorial to Miss Maria Layng Gibson
to increase the endowment for missionaries who are sick or
retired. This endowment will hereafter be known as the
Maria Layng Gibson Fund.
Special envelopes with an explanatory leaflet may be secured for each au.'(iliary member at Literature Headquarters,
706 Church Street, Nashville, Tennessee.
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An Open Letter
To the Auxiliary Agent of the Missionary Voice.
Dear Co-Worker:
It will be of interest to you to know
that it has been decided to return to
our former plan in giving a special rate
for the MISSIONARY VOICE subscription.
This rate of 75c per annum either for a
new subscriber or a renewal, will be offered during November and December
of 1929, and January and February of
1930. Our suggestion is that as agent
you make every possible effort to secure a subscription from every member
of your auxiliary during November and
December; this will leave you free to
aid in the wider campaign during January and February when the interest of
the entire church should be enlisted.
If your auxiliary and your church has
large memberships you should ask for a
committee to aid you. In the next issue
OCTOBER,

1929.

of the VOICE there will appear a simple presentation that may
be used either for the auxiliary or preferably for a wider church
circle. We cannot urge too strongly the necessiry of pushing
your subscription list beyond the auxiliary membership. To
undertake this in earnest will be a real missionary project for
in this way you may aid greatly in making your entire church
missionary minded.
Be sure to cooperate with your pastor and make it plain to
all that the MISSIONARY VOICE is the official organ of the entire
missionary enterprise of the .Church and is adapted to the
use of both men and women.
With the keenest interest in your important part of the work,
I am
Cordially,
ESTELLE HASKIN, Editor.

Helps for "Roads to the City of God"
A pamphlet of Helps for ROADS TO THE CITY OF GOD has
JUSt been prepared by Mrs. B. W. Lipscomb.
ROADS TO THE CITY OF GOD is one of the recommended
foreign mission study texts for 1929-1930, and these helps
have been so prepared that the text may be used either with
or without the use of additional books, a number of which are
available. Order from Lamar & Whitmore, 810 Broadway,
Nashville, Tennessee. Price 15c each.

Rulers of Men
(Continued from page i9)

IS one of the mysteries of that ancient drama that the
I Tspectator,
even after cwo thousand years, still at moments

ceases to be spectator, and finds himself sharing in the action,
perceives himself speaking in his own voice, and in his own
tongue, to the chief actor. Of all the participants in that unforgorten tragedy, to one alone did Jesus, the protagonist,
speak. In all that drama of the trial
there is only one passage of dialogue.
In it cwo rulers of men speak to each
other. But the nature of their rule is
different. Still today as then, the gteat
world yields tribute to Pilate in his
100% AUXILIARIES
power. Still today as then, only a small
and faltering remnant yields tribute to
Jesus in his impotence. When the priests,
Central Texas Conference
Bruceville
the soldiers, Herod, address Jesus, he
East Oklahoma Conference
answers not a word, but to Pilate's quesMuskogee First Church
tions he accords the dignity of reply.
North Arkansas Conference
Jesus
stands alone, manacled, powerless,
Salem
before the judgment seat of the soul,
Hope
Northwest Texas Conference
speaking to all the governors of all the
Knox City
earth, "My kingdom is not of the world.
West Virginia Conference
If my kingdom were of this world, then
Greenview
would my subjects fight."
Radford
To the farthest tier of seats still sounds
Holston
a voice from the judgment seat of the
West Texas Conference
EI Dorado
soul. Is it Pilate's voice or yours, or mine,
that voice still hesitant whether to save
or to abandon, asking,
"Art thou a King then?"
(395 ]
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Personals
E. REEVE and family arrived in
R EV.the T.States
the latter part of April, and

churches fortunate enough to have a visit
from him while he is at home.

are now at Calhoun, Georgia. Brother Reeve
is one of our earliest missionaries to the Belgian Congo, is the the author of "In Wembo
Nyama's Land," and is one of our best informed and most useful missionaries to
Africa.

-6.~

-t::.EV. J. J. DAVIS and family, after a
year's furlough returned to the Congo,
June 15th, sailing on the Lapland. Brother
Davis was very active during his furlough,
finding his recreation in service. The best of
reports come to us in these offices of his
work in the churches. He has made good
use of his pen in the church papers, also.

R

-t::.ILLIAM DE RUITER, wife and child,

W left the Congo early in May, two
months in advance of their regular furlough
period, in order to accompany Miss McNeil,
who has suffered a breakdown in health. Me.
DeRuiter finished out the two months of their
term in the study of French in Belgium. He
secured a splendid teacher, who has a Master's degree in Languages from the University
of Paris. They arrived in New York August
6th on the Steamship Olympic, White Star
Line, going thence to the hOme of Mrs. De
Ruiter's mother, Mrs. W. H. Martin, Box
422, Shepherdstown, West Virginia.

-t::.-

C. 1. SMITH left Brazil July 22nd,
R EV.landing
in New Orleans August 9th.

Brother Smith was long a leading member of
our South Brazil Conference, and it was only
upon the insistence of the Bishop and Secretary that he left the South and came up to .
Sao Paulo to take charge of our Publishing
House in that city. His direction of that
enterprise has been most satisfactory.
In an early issue of the Voice he will have
an unusually illuminating article, entitled,
"The Outlook for Christianiry in Brazil,"
and a poem, also.

-t::.EV. J. W. DANIEL is just finishing up
his year's furlough in this country, and
is now at his home in Catullo, Texas. Brother
Daniel remained a while in Nashville, doing
study in the schools. He has had a unique
connection with the young Methodists of
Texas, and goes back to Brazil greatly supported by their love and interest.

R

-6.EV. G. D. PARKER, of Santa Anna,
. Brazil, and wife are at home on furlough. Brother Parker went originally from
New' Orleans, claims Florida as his home,
but is spending his time largely at Lake
Junaluska.' He has been wise enough to secure a home at the Lake, and expects to remain there through the winter months. Be-

R

•oJ (hi

a

sides being very useful preacher and evan·
gelist, Brother Parker is a specialist in Sunday Schools. Largely through his skilled
service, our Sunday School work in the
South has gone forward. There is no better
missionary than Brother Parker, and he is
no better missionary than his wife.

-6.ROFESSOR ALAN K. MANCHESTER,
principal of our 'po~to Alegre College,
has been spending two years in this country, working in Duke University for his Ph.
D. degree. His furlough was still further
extended, that he might do research work in
London. He returned to the States the latter
part of August.

P

-t::.R. MORRIS PATY, wife and children,
D R.landed
in the States June 26th, going
to his home in Bellbuckle, where he is spending his furlough. Dr. Pary, after doing
language work, succeeded Dr. Russell in
charge of our work at Changchow, China.
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J. W. WHITESIDE left
P ROFESSOR
China June 24th, coming by way of the
continent of Europe, and landed in the
States September 4th. Mrs. Whiteside came
to the States early in 1927, bringing with her
two younger children. They were joined by
rhe older children, then at Parkville, Missouri, attending Park College. Mrs. Whiteside and children are now at Wooster, Ohio.
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of Mr. C. T. Schaedel will regret
F RIENDS
learn of his second break·down in

};

to

health, compelling his return from the Belgian Congo, and probably his retirement from
the Congo Mission. Several years ago Mr,
Schaedel returned to America on account of a
sudden physical breakdown. He remained
two years in this country, and seemed quite
recovered. Upon his earnest insistence, he
was allowed to return to the Belgian Congo.
The missionary habit is hard to break. Mrs.
Schaedel was a missionary in Africa two
years in advance of her husband. There has
been none better than she. Their friends will
greatly sympathize with Mr. and Mrs. Schaedel, and pray that his health may soon be restored and his life spared for many years of
usefulness in this country, if he shouJd not
be able, in the providence of God, to go back
to the Congo.
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-6.l3.nded in the States
R EV.earlyW.inG.July,Borchers
and is sojourning for the
present at the home of his sister, Miss Letha
Borchers, 5386 Pershing Avenue, St. Louis,
Missouri. Brother Borchers is a member of
the Central Brazil Conference, for several
years past stationed at Santos, where he has
pioneered a difficult but promising church
project. He is the kind of missionary that
work equally well in country or town. He
can preach the Gospel to the Brazilians in
their beautifuJ language, and if there is no
church in which to preach, he knows how to
turn his hand to the building of a church
house. He will tell a good story to the
36
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The Warld
SOLOMON ISLANDS have long
T HE
had a most sinister reputation for bloodrhirst)' savagery and cruel cannibalism. A
wonderful work of grace. however, has been
wrought in them through the South Sea Evangelical Mission, and the worst features of
paganism are being conquered by the Gospel.
er The \'<'orld Almanac for 1929 shows thaI
the unchurched population of the United
States numbers 64,000.000. while the membership of the evangelical Churches numbers
33.500,000, the Roman Catholic Church 18,500,000, and the Jewish people 4,000,000.
C1 A class of Negro converts 10 Catholicism
was confitmed recentl}' in Chicago. During
the seven years paSlOrate of the present priest
nearly 1800 Negroes have been prepared
and presented for conlirmation. The recent
class is said to have been the largest ever
presented 10 a Catholic. bishop in America.
cr The Nanking Political Council has decided
that in China daughters shall share equally
with sons in. the distribution' of the propert}'
of deceased parents-a signilicant mark of a
new order in the ancient East. cr There ate
42 different radio stations from the Atlantic
10 the Pacilic and from Canada 10 the Gulf
that comprise the network which is broadcasting national religious services. These slations are taking a IOtal of 62 services a week
(including the daily morning worship and
the Thursday evening hymn sing) in addition
10 the Sunday services. amounting 10 sixtynine and three quarters hours. cr Mr. Simon
Guggenheim has added another million dollars to the three already given. known as the
John Simon Guggenheim ?-olemorial Foundation. for the promotion of beller relations between the United States and the republics of
Latin America. Most of the money will be
used in creating Fellowships that will be
granted for independent research and for
training in the various professions, including
engineering and teaching. CI Near the old
Haystack Monument, where in 1806 Samuel
J. Mills held the prayer meeting which since
has come 10 be known' as the forerunner of
the American Foreign Missionary Movement,
forty missionary administrators and Chris-

In·

a Ward

tiona nalionals from all parts of Ihe world
gathered for a ten day conference from July
11 10 21 to discuss and plan further for the
work of Ihe International Missionary Council. cr Much information which has herelOfore been kept from the world concerning
events in Russia since 1914 and Russia's part
in the \'<'orld \'<'ar is expected 10 be revealed
in a documentary histor}' which the Soviet
Government is now planning lO publish. Two
volumes are lO be issued in 1929 and the remaining volumes next year. cr During the
present }'ear more than three hundred thousand small trees will be distributed in Ken'Iucky by the Stale's forest service. These
trees, which .are one and two }'ears old and
from four to six feet in heiglH, will be used
for watershed protection, soil erosion planting and for general reforestation. A large
number of picked trees are included in the
list for planting along highwa}'s and on school
and other public prOperty. ([ Cocaine smuggling on the River Ganges has received a
heav}' setback as the result of the seizure of a
cocaine cargo valued at $75.000 by the authorities, The cargo constituted one of the
largest hauls ever' made on the famous
Ganges. cr Crime costs the United States the
appalling sum of $13,000,000,000 or approximately the lOt a! of the war debt, very year,
and 12,000 people, of seven in every 100,000,
are murdered annually, according lO ligures
broadcast recently over Station \'<'JSV, \'<'ashinglOn, by \'<'ade H. Ellis, of the American
Bar Association's Crime Commission. cr The
Woman's Bible Class of rile Upland. California, Methodist Episcopal Church, has formally protested against the use of the pictures
of women in connection with the advertising
of cigarettes. cr Sleeping sickness is falling
back before tpe discovery and development
of tryparsamide by the Rockefeller Foundation. Physicians and scientists believe that it
can in time be exterminated. The Belgian
Government in the Congo treated 50,000
patients last year. Missionaries and philanthropic agencies ministered lO as many, and
the French and British governments are also
active.

~

Emory University ..mThe Harvard of the South
(Continued from page 7)

the nation, and is universally recognized.
It is operated "in accordance with the highest
professional ethics and the best traditions
of the profession:'
among the schools of the
F OREMOST
University is the Candler' school of Theology. It will be recalled that one of the
primary purposes in the establishment of
the Universiry was'lO train ministers for the
Methodist pulpit. This purpose has never
been lost sight of. and the ministerial school
is one of the most heavily endowed on the
campus.
It is housed in a beautiful building of
marble. as are most of the other divisions,
including the Law School, Medical School,
College of Arts and Sciences and others.
Within this building is a special library for
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the Theology students, and also the Theology chapel.
It is from the Theology School, perhaps,
that the greatest number of missionary workers are contributed. Emory is doing a great
work in this field.
According to one of the 'members of the
Theology faculty, missionary workers were
formally chosen almost entirely on their religious zeal. Today, it would seem, they are
chosen, at least 10 a greater extent, in addition
to their religious devotion, on account of their
ability to organize and handle groups of
people, and lO properly and systematically
carry on the aims and desires of the Church.
It is pointed out, however, that the former
requisite is not now lost sight of, but merely
that it is not the only element looked for.
All of this means that missionary workers
must be trained especially for their particular
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An Opportunity For You
For 44 years we have made money for others. More
Bibles arc sold than ::my other book in the world.
You can make money selling Bibles. Testaments and
Religious Dooks. \Vhole or spare time. \Vrite today
for full information.
WILMORE BOOK & BIBLE CO.
443 S. Dearborn St.
Chicago. Ill.

To Raise Money
For your Missionary Society. Sunday School
Class. League Chapter or other Church Organ·
ization. we ba\'e a most attractive proposition.
No funds required. a straight business proposition. easy to handle. For full particulars. write

P. O. Box 242, Blackstone, Va.
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Earn Xmas Money

\Vrite (or so Sets St. Nicholas Christmas Seals. Sell
for IOc a set. \Vhen sold send us $3.00 and keep $2.00.
No Work-Just Fun
St_ Nicholas Se81 Co.. Dept. 24S-M.V. Brooklyn, N. Y.
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Missionaries-Save Money
on Christmas Gifts
Missionaries: Now is the time to select your
Christmas gifts. Accredited missionaries are
granted 10% discount on all orders of
$50.00 or over taken from our current general catalogues.
Churches: Our Missionary Bureau will relieve you of much worry and tell you how
to save on Christmas donations and supplies
for Missions.
Field Secretaries: Anticipate the Holiday
needs of yO,ur stations. Communicate now
with our Missionary Bureau for special
wholesale discounts on large orders.
A free copy of the famous Montgomery
Ward catalogue upon request.

Montgomery Ward & Company
Missionary Bureau,

type of work. While a university training is
not absolutely necessary, it is certainly' very
desirable, and the facilities at Emory are designed especially to care for this. For those
desiring to enter the medical missionary
field, there is the Medical School, in addition.

fluential. It is being recognized more and
more as a school of distinguished educational
standing. The mark of its influence is no
longer felt merely locally, or even merely
wirhin its own church group. It is being
According to recent newspaper announceaccorded high recognition nationally, and by
ments, Korea, China, Japan and Brazil will
virtue of the number of its graduates who
each receive missionaries- from the Emory , venture into the world at large, it is acquiring even an international reputation.
student body in the coming fall.
With its constant aim at co.nstructive,
In addition to the number of native Amerwholesome education in the higher fields,
icans who are trained for the missionary and
with its high standard of scholarship, and
foreign fields each year, there are also a
with its never ceasing endeavor to instill
considerable number of foreign students who
into its students a hlgh·minded Christian atcome to Emory, complete their degrees and ' titude, Emory is acquiring a position unique
then return to their home countries to enter
among Southern institutions-the Harvard
evangelistic and other fields.
of the SOflth.

Chicago, U. S. A.

Columbia Cedar Polish
AND' ,.

Columbia Concentrated Cleaner
TO YOUR FRIENDS 80: MEMBERS

Church Societies throughout the country
have been making a regular income for
many years by handling our high" grade,
guaranteed products. Write for full particulars of our generous profit sharing
plan.

Columbia Cedar Polish Co. Inc.
CHARLOTTESVILLB, VA.

Welcome to This Inn of Hospitality

Prince. George Hotel
A. M.

GUTTERSON,

Mgr.

having actuil1ly to be carried out. We left
him dog drunk on a ledge ncar. Going to
church that night, we saw another man,
dead drunk by the side of the, road on the
brink of a precipice - T w"6" n'EAtr
DRUNKS IN ONE DAY! Not in long
years have I seen such a' thing, not in thirty
years.
I learned of the courage of a young man,
a member of the church. For two years he
had kept company with a young lady, and I
presume he was engaged to her. She did
not like the Gospel; i.e., evangelical religion.
The mother of the young man told her son
that this young lady would toll him off into
the Carnival, which was soon to take place,
and such an orgy as it 'was! He assured his
mother that the lady would not.
His
mother told him that the young lady would
go to both carnivals and balls. He thought
not. When Sunday came (first day of the
carnival), he went to see her. She showed
him her full outfit for the whole round.
He remonstrated, but was told that
what she gOt out of life would be the
pleasure she got out of it, and that a girl
must have some fun. He told them that
all he expected to take out of life was what
good he did-his church, and looking at
the clock, said, "It is now time for church,
and I am going. As you say I may, I call
everything off." They forced the issue, and
he gave up his sweetheart for his God.
to crassness of paganism, with a
D UEChristian
veneer, of the Roman Cath-

THOMAS COMMUNION CO.,BOllS37 Uml,Oh"
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crossed in becoming a Protestant Christian
the evangelical' propaganda here has necessarily been developed along other than our
traditional mourner's bench plan. Now they
have made a generous sowing, and conditions
are ripe for a generous harvest. The people
accept propositions with great facility, but
the dearth of trained workers is appalling.
Not speaking the language, I was often
handicapped, and Mr. Long very frequently
had to lead the singing, and that hindered
the altar work. Yet great things were accomplished in these days, and the horizon is
limitless. How I wish I could spend my
life' right there in that great evangelistic
campaign, for which the people are so ready!
But the workers are so scarce! Even under
those circumstances I could have more can·
versions than on the home field. The people are so very appreciative, and it is the
rarest thing that a child ever goes to sleep
or even fret~they do not run about over
the floor, though the services are necessarily
nearly twice as long, as the usual services.
Remember, too, that was mid-summer in the
tropics. In my enthusiasm I sometimes exhorted in English while Mr. Long was leading the singing, and just motioned with
my hand,. and the sinners came to the altar
at that kind of bidding.

This is the first of two articles 'by Mr.
York. The second will be published in
the December issue. In the next article
Mr. York tells the story of two notable
revivals.
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(Continued from page 32)
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Raise Church Funds
BY INTRODUCING

EMORY nears its centennial anniverA ssary,
it is growing more and more in-

the parents could be gained. Her father is a
government secret service agent, a man given
to much profanity, and boastful in his skepticism. But even before I left the isl"and the
influence of Dulce had already begun to work
in the home. My God grant this courageous
Cuban girl the privilege of leading her family into the Kingdom of God!
ND so Senorita Ruay patiently pursues
her labors of love, supported by one
American Christian woman who rejoices in

A

the c~nsciousness that she is making possible
such a stream of influence which shall continue to flow as an ever ~idening river until
'it empties into the immensities of eterniry's
boundless ocean of redeemed souls.
MAY GOD PUT IT UPON THE HEARTS OF
MANY OTHERS LIKEWISE TO TAKE THB SUPPORT OF A REPRESENTATIVE IN SOMB NEEDY
FIELD,

"FREELY YE HAVE RECEIVED, FREELY

GIVE,"

THE
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Among the New Books
By E. H. Rawlings
MODERN CHURCH
P LANNING
BUILDINGS, by Mouzon W. Brabham.
Cokesbury Press. Price $2.50.
Mr. M. \Y/. Brabham, the author of this
book, is peculi:'~'ly prepared for writing'such
a book by his training and association. Mr.
Brabham was for a long time connected with
the Sunday School Board of our Church, at
that time giving special attention to the
adaptation of church buildings to religious
education in the Sunday School. He has been
more recently connected with a leading architectural firm, the R. H. Hunt Company, and
the purpose of the book is to offer a treatment of church buildings from the standpoint
of the entire life of the local church, viewing
the work as a whole as well as the life of the
individual as an entity. It is attractive in
appearance, good type, well printed, has more
than a hundred illustrations, showing exteriors and interior floor plans, and is intended to assist architects, building committees and pastors to plan wisely the church
buildings committed to their care. An important viewpoint is that the church organization should be considered as a whole, and
that each well defined age group constitutes
a unit rather than some organization within
the local church. In other words, the buildings herein described and the principles set
forth have life at the center rather than some
organization dealing with only given aspects
of life. Mr. Brabham is a graduate in the
field of religious education, and was for some
years chairman of the architectural committee
for one of the great denominational boards.'
The book affords material quite invaluable
to pastors and others who are interested in
the adaptation of church buildings.
MATERIALS IN THE CHURCH
L ESSON
SCHOOL, by Dr. C. A. Bowen. Cokesbury Press. Price $1.00.

I

~ r

Dr. Bowen in this volume has done an unusually satisfactory piece of work of its kind.
The dedication catches one's eye, and leads
one on. The man who writes a fairly good
book sometimes bobbles on his dedication,
not Dr. Bowen. In a foreword runs the inscription, to his wife, "my best teacher of
religion, whose curriculum seems to consist
of a goading example of high living, an unfailing sympathy for blundering effort, and a
capacity to share with others the life which
she shares with Christ." Dr. Bowen was
Professor of Religious Education at Woman's
College, Montgomery, Alabama; was head o(
the Department of Religious Education at
IvIillsaps College, and at present is the Associate Sunday School Editor, Sunday School
Board, Methodist Episcopal Church, South.
The book might have been dry because of its
charaaer, but it certainly is not. It might
have been hazy, confused and obscure, but it
is none of these things. The author has a
gift for saying thing simply and clearly and
pleasingly. He discusses learning and teaching, their necessary relation to growth and
development. In a quiet, sane but sympathetic
and effective way, he discusses the larger objectives of the new and recent types of ex-
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perience centered lessons. He traces the
course along which the whole matter of lesson training and material have come from the
earliest days in the Sunday School to the present splendid systems of subjects, grades and
courses. This is one of the books in the
Leadership Training Series, but if one, even
if not a specialist, should want to re~iew the
interesting development of Sunday School
material, in form and content, this book of
Dr. Bowen will lead him delightfully along
the way.
ICTIM AND VICTOR, by John R.
Oliver. The Macmillan Company. Price
$2.50.
The mix-up of this book in the Pulitzer
award gives the book nearly as much publicity as if it had finally won. Dr. Burton,
Chairman of the Award Committee, had intimated that this book by John R. Oliver
would receive the Pulitzer prize. Later. the
Advisory Committee went over the decision
of the Committee of Award and gave the
prize to "Scarlet Sister Mary," by Julia
Peterkin. Apparently no formal demurrer
was made by Dr. Burton, but he said, "I
think it would be best if I did not serve on
any of the juries in the future."
"One of the readers of "Fear" (a former
book by the same author), Dr. Oliver explains, "chanced to say that an equally interesting book might be made by working out
a portrait of a priest-physician with some
psychasthenics mixed in with the other fictionized characters to show with what uncanny skill he could establish healing contact
with them compared to either c1erymen or
psychiatrists in their separate spheres:' This,
he says, he could not do, but rather used two
men, a physician, the other a churchman, as
treatine certain cases which these two might
together treat successfully.
The doctor in the book tells the story,
partly in the first person, partly through the
hero's own fragmentary diary, and this somewhat scattered method is so skillfully con. trolled as to convey an impression of complete reality. The book is intensely readable,
deals with certain characteristic and very interesting aspects of modern life, and is attractive partly because of the subject matter,
partly because of the unique method of its
handling. It is a strange, rather freakish
combination of the good and bad in human
nature.' One wonders why it should seriously
have been considered for the Pulitzer prize.
unless it was because there were no other
serious contenders, until one emerged in
"Scarlet Sister Mary" as a second thought.

V

desire to uplift the womanhood
W ofITHthea Congo
two homes for girls have
been established by our workers, one at Wembo Nyama and one at Tunda. "In all our
work with the girls," writes Mrs. Anker, "the
main objective is to lead them into a Christian experience and to teach them to become
better mothers and home-makers. By uplifting the womanhood, we hope to uplift the
whole race:'
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Methodist Missionary map. It
is a· splendid map and presenUl much valuable information in attractive and convenient form. I value it very
highly.-W. G. Cram, General
Secretarv.
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